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Abstact

This practicum reports on a time limited struchred group program for women who were

sexually abused as children. The program utilized a humanistic growtir development model within a

feministic persp€ctive ûo provide teatrent to this client population. The feminist perspective was chosen

toprovidethewornen with zupport and a paradigm to examine their tife experiances. Within this report

the long term cor¡sequences of serual abuse are presented The selection of group participants is explored.

The objectives and rational for the group intervention are discussed. The therapeutic tools and measures

used ûo evall¿te t]re group menrbers are examined. The results of the practicum illustrates the success of

this short term heåtnent approacb with women who were sexually abused as children and highlights the

benefits accrued by the women who participated in the group.
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CTIÁPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

During the past century, Western Euopean Society has denied the pervasiveness of sexual

abuse, specifically the rape and molestation of female child¡en by ttreir adr¡lt male caregivers. Sexual

abuse relates directly to the power men hdve held in a patiarchal society that disrnisses the needs and

rights of children' krdee4 many Past and current psychological theories blame womeir for their own

sexual abuse.

In the late nineteenth century, Sigmund Freud poshrlated that female hysteria was the result of

sexual abuse by male relatives. Prior to this, it was generally held that sexual abuse did not occur. The

dichotomy of the widely held belief was that when sexual abuse did indeed occur, the male perpekator

\ilas not responsible for his actions; rather the responsibility was shifted to his victim.

Freud changed his initial findings on the sexual abuse of women, due to male social standards

of his time. At presen! feminist theory concurs with Freuds'initial findings, nevertheless what is more

important is that feminist theory focuses on the damage created when Freud recanted and chose to follow

the social no[ns.

It was because of this change in attitude, that this project was undertakm to e4plore feminist

social work practice within a group teaûneît prograrn for women sexually abused as children. The

objectives developed for this practicum were the implernentation and evaluation of a group 6.eaünent

program. These are to provide the student with valuable educational benefits.

The group teatrnent plan followed by the sh¡dent was developed by the Womens'post

Treabrent Centre. The shld€ritwas given the oppornurity by the Womens'Post Treatme¡t Cente to plan

and initiate new group exercise, wittrin the agørcy's foufeen week program. The benefits to the student
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\ilere to provide ttre opportr:nity to develop and n¡n a hospital based group u'eatnent progam. Such a

program would be oriented towa¡ds women who had experienced childhood sexual abuse.

Implementation ofthe grorp teafnentprogram increased the student,s criniç¿1 skills in the a¡ea

of group therapy. The str¡dent especially benefited from the stafs practice wisdom and expertise in

running a group therapy Prog:em, as this was the student's ñrst experience in co-leading a women,s

therapeutic group.

Evaluatim ofthe group teabnmt program allowed the student to determine whether or not the

treatment program would be effective and the desired results achieved. It also allowed the student to

assess what changes might be needed to improve the program's viability in the fi:h¡e. It helped the

student to det€finine whether or not current theories regarding the long term effects of childhood sexual

abr:se were substantiated by her practicum program. Most importantly, the review of itre literahre of the

Iong-term consequenc€s of childhood sexual abuse and the knowledge gained by exploring women,s

reality through the lens of the feminist perspective, provided the student with an expanded vision to use

in her future practice.

Julie Brickman, (1984) a ferninist psychologist, states that it is only within the feminist

perçective that the pain and humiliation female children zuffer at the hands of their male caregivers can

be validated and healed. Therefore the student's approach to a group prog.am for adult survivors of

so<ual abuse was to incorporate many of the basic ferninist teaets of therapy for women within the group

model so the fernale experiørce could be acknowledged and supported within the therapy process.

Ïhis chapterwill look at the incidence of childhood se>nral abuse, society's denial of childhood

sexual abuse, and how the use ofconveritional psychological theory has placed the onus ofblame on the

victim.
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The women's movement that has pushed for equal oppornurities for women to purzue

educational and c¿reer choices, has also brought to the public's attention issues ofsexual violence in the

work place, the street and in the home. If it were not for the feminist movement, the violence towards

women might continue to be hidden.

Rape was the first t¡pe ofsexral violence towa¡ds women that was publicly acknowledged. As

raPe was more openly discussd womøt began to admit to sexual violence within the family. The fear

of speakingout about incest was broken. The family is the unit within society that sexual abuse is ofren

initially experienced krcest teaches women that thei¡ role in society is to be subservient to men. Incest

teaches women ttrat their bodies do not belong to thern. Incest teaches women that their sexuality is first

Ûo be expressed in humiliation and pain The fact tl¡at molestation and rape occws within the family with

supposedly trusnvorthy adults seriousþ affects the child's ability to trust herself and others and causes

long term effects in the social ñrnctioning of the woman.

Investigations of sexual offerses against children in Canada @adgley, Allard, McCormick,

Proudfoot' FortfuL ogilvie, Rae-Gran! Gelinas, Pepi4 Sutherland 1984), found that thirty-four percent

offe¡nale children in Canada are victims of childhood sexual abuse. Russell, (19g6) found tire following

statistics - possibþ twenty percent of ttre female population has experienced incest abuse, twelve percent

of which occu¡red before the age of eighteen. The majority of the victims are female and the majority

of the abr:sers male. The r¡n¡al paüern of incestuous activity begins when ttre girl is prepubescent usua1y

between the ages of seven to twelve, although it may occr.n earlier. The average duration is approximately

four years.

There are a number of definitions of incesl Canada's law on incest is slated in the Criminal

Code as Section 155 (l). "Everyone commits incest who, knowing that another person by blood

relationship is his or her parent, child, brother, sister, grandparent or grandchild, as the case may be, has



sexr¡al intercourse with that person" This legal definition is limited as it excludes any activity other than

sexual intercourse and it excludes social relationships of step-families, foster families and adoptive

families.

Two other definitions are Benwa¡d and Densen-Gerber (t 975) and Butler (19g5).

lncest refers to sexual contact with a persou who would be considered an illegible

partrerbecause ofhis blood and or social ties to the subject and her family. The term

encompâsses then several categories of parhers including father, stçfather,

grandfather, uncle, siblings, cousins, and in-laws, and what are called quasi-family.

The last category includes parental and family friends (eg. mother's sexual partner).

Partner rçresents someone from whom the female child should rightfully eïpect

warmth and protection and sexual distance. (p.326) Sandra Butter (19g5) defines

incest as..."any sexual activity or e¡perimcæ imposed on a child which results in

emotional, physic¿l or sexual tauna The forms of incestuous assault are d.iverse, the

acts are not always genital and the experimce not always a physical one" (p.5).

Children involved sexually with adutts may be said to submit rather than to consent to the

activity urd to be unable to give informed consent due to their immahrity, dependence and powerlessness

(Conrtois, 1 988).

Susan Brownmillar (1975), in Against Our Will states:

The unhoþ silence that shror¡ds ttre intra-family sexual abuse of children and prevents

its realistic appraisal is rooted in ûte same pariarchal philosophy of sexual private

property that shaped and determined the historic male attitude towards rape. For if

\voman was man'é corporal propefty, then children were and are wholly owned

subsidiary. (p.281)
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Florence Rnsh (l 980), gives a historical perspective on how sexual abuse of children has been

condoned by past and present societies. She taces the sexual victimization of female child¡en back

through Judaic and Christian taditions.

The Biblical female no matter what her age was prope4y, and as such sripped of all

human attibutes, and because the female was a sexual property, all heterosexual

relationships were defined as financial tansactions. Marriage was the p¡rchase of a

daughter from her father, prostitution was the selling and reselling of a female by her

master for sexual se,rvices and rape was the thefr of a grl's virgrnity which could be

compensated for, by payments to her father þ. I g,l 9).

According to Talmudic law, Hebrew children of tbree years and one day could be betothed by

sexual intercouse' Christian girls were routinely ma¡ried at age seven or younger. Both taditions

allowed fernale children to become virgins again at a certain age. The Hebrew age was three and the

Christian age was sever Therefore, no matterhow often a child has been penetated vaginally before age

three or sever¡ it was of no legal consequence and her value in market was not decreased. Further in

Biblical law, a man was forbidden to have sexual involvement with his father's wives, concubines or his

mother or step'mother as they were his father's property. However, there is no Biblical taboo against

father-daughter incest.

Thus it appe¿¡rs (Cor:rtois, 1988, p.7) "that child sexual abuse has been embedded in and

covertly allowed in most cultu¡es, while being overtly and publicþ decried and denied."

Between 1900 and t970,less than 100 studies were completed on incest. The stud.ies sufered

from serious methodological flaws and often involved only the most serious cases that came to the

attention of social agencies. Ti¡ese *¡dies based on Freudian theory perpetuated many mytls. Incest was

often blamed on the seductive daughter @ender & Bleu 1937, as described by Meise¡nan l97g;
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Lukianowic4 1972) or the cold rejecting, colluding mother (Flenderson, 1976; Geiser, 1975; Kaufrnarl

Peck & Taguiri' 1954) u¡hereas the abr:ser appeared to be a poor fellow who was manipulated by his wife

and/or daughter.

Brickman (l 984) srates,

with respect to women all models of therapy can be classified as taditional in some

if not all their basic teriants. However divergent theoretically, their definitions and

treatment of women are alike sexist...and dangerous to the health of the women.

G.4e)

The female is judged not by herself but in relation to male needs and self-interest. when working with

incest' taditional theories do not work because of the belief that sexual victimization does not cause long

term consequences. This resr¡lts in the female pain being hidden The pain of the incest victim "is suspect

ofbeing motivated to afect the offender, destroy his comfort, his reputation or to get even with him for

some slight" (p.55).

Iri taditional theories, Brickman (1984) reiterates tirat the victim's pain disappears. she states

the issues in taditional therapy become the girl's desi¡e for the father, her seduction of him and the belief

she has not beeri afected þ the assault. v/hen the family is viewd it's a cold rejecting mother who has

destroyed the emotional development of her son and/or a wife who dçrives him of his sexual rights

therefore urconsciousþ allowing him to sexuaily assaurt his daughter.

In the ferninist model, Brickman (1984) ernphasizes that women a¡e the impofant cæntrf

figures' "when working with incest a victim's pain and its consequences are the central featrue of rhe

incest' (p.63).

The ofender is considered more a daughter-raper or a niece molester than as a father.

The fact that he is also a father or relative is viewed as intensi$ing rather than
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mitigating the betrayal and the tauma. Mothers are not automatically held partially

responsible for the incest, but are viewed as potørtial allies for their daughters. It is

recognized that daughters will feel abandoned and unprotected by them but their

mothering problems are additional issues. þ.64)

'while victims are assumed to srfer, ofenders a¡e ass¡¡ned to benefit from the occurrence of incæst. The

most obvious payoffis sexual gratification' (p.65).

To counter the denial of a woman's reality, as held by taditional therapeutic models, and to

ernphasÞe women's needs, a ferninist perspective of therapy has been developed and can be used within

various teatnent approaches. Chapter two outlines major ferninist beließ and principles of feminist

therapy, which were used to provide teatnent to the women participating in the practicgm group.



CHAPTER2

FEMIMST PERSPECTIVE

.â,n fntroduction to Feminist Beliefs

Feminist therapy grew out of fhe women's movernent and a critical analysis of sexism inherent

in the theory and practice ofthe heþing p'rofessions (Iævine, t 9g3). Feminisrn is not only a philosophicaf

perspective and a way of visualizing and tirinking about situations but also an evolving set of theories

attemptingtoexplaintheva¡iorxphenomenaofwomen'soppression(Collins,l9g6,p.2l4). 
Cox(1976)

defines feminists as "women who agree that we live in a male dominated culh¡¡e in which women remain

unaclsrowledged and invalidated as sources ofpower" (sturdivanl 19g0, p.43).

In westem society women have b€en defined as existing to meet the needs of men; women have

been excluded from any position of power o¡ authority in society. This exclusion has been maintained

by men in a number of ways. Sturdivant (1980) refers to Polk's definition of the types of power

differentials between men and women in society. These include:

l ' Normative power' Because 'of their sex and their contol of traditional sex-role definitions, men

a¡e able to manipulate lryomen's behaviour by ignoring, misrepresenting, devaluing and

discrediting women or their accomplishments especially when women deviate from taditional

roles."

Institutional power. Men have various þes of access to money, education and positions of

influence and "they use this contol to limit life options for women and to extend life options for

mer".

Brute Force. "Not only are most men stonger then most women....Men physicaly dominate

women by beating thern and by rape and th¡eat of rape.' (pp.l l2-l 13)

3.
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The women's movement also asserts that women's lives and experiences differ from men,s not

only due to biological factors but also due to socioculn¡ral factors that maintain the sex roles. These

sexual roles oppress women and prevent thern Êom fi¡nctioning and conributing to society according tq

their potential (Str:rdivant, t 980). Feminist therapy assumes female socialization and fernale sex roles

not onþ prevent women Êom self-actualization but also directty cause psychological problems in women

and perpetuate lvomen's minority status in society. Sturdivant (tgso) refers to Suzanne Keller's

description of the core elernents of the female sex role. These are summarÞed as:

l. A concentration on marriage, home and children.

2. A reliance on a male provider for sustenance and stahs.

3' fui expectation that women will emphasize nurturance and life preserving activities.

4. An injunction that women live through others rather than for self.

5. A stess on beauty and eroticisrn.

6. A ban on the expression ofdirect assertion, aggression and power.

A review of these core elements illuminates ttre perspective that women's socialization

ernphasizes dependenry and ¡fFliation while discouraging social, economic or political power. Str¡rdivant

(1980) states the main result of the female sex role is the exchange of autonomy for (zupposed)

economic secr¡i$. Foremos! women are socialized to be ttre physical and emotional caretakers of others.

Levine (1983) states:

Men become husbands, fathers and worke¡s. women are not zupposed to aspire to

such an integration of life if it is in any way disnrptive to others, if in any way it

impinges sign¡ficantly on men's needs and aspirations, or on the lives of children. This

ispartþwhatpatiarcþis all about. Womeri have been directed to be loyal, first and

foremost, to individual meri in their lives and to blame thernselves or other womerr
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when touble ernerges' Under such conditions, solidarity among women in pr:rsuit of

change has been profoundly undermined. (p.25)

Shndivant (1980) citesBeawoir(l%t) whostates, 'representation of the world, like the world

itself, is the woEk ofmar; they describe it from their own point of view, which they confise with absolute

ttfh" (p'91)' unforumately taditional psycho-therapies have also viewed women,s lives and experiørces

from this point of view

Levine (1983), notes Erikson devotes seventeen pages to the identity development of the

adolescent boy and one paragraPh to the development of the adolescent girl, He states that a young

woman cannot have an identity before she knows whom she will marry and most of a young woman,s

identity is defined by her attactiveness and in her selectively of the man she wishes to marry.

Traditional therapists have continued to demean women who are sexual victims, by labelling

them as 'castrating womann or "angry rvoman" without seeing that assertive behavior is healthy and

adaptive for these women's personal developmørt. Perhaps what is most horrifying is the assertion by

many male therapists that it is therapeutic for women to engage in sex with them

Ferninist therapists assert that taditional therapy serves as a form of social contol. In that it
does not aclsrowledge the efects of sociocultural factors in the etiology of women,s errotional problerns.

Feminisæ charge ttrat ttre adjustnent model of mental health is oppressive to rvomen (snfdivant, l9g3).

This model perpetuates the myth ofmale dominance and authority and does not allow women to examine

the appropriateness of the various þes ofroles assigned to thern.

Feminist therapists believe womeî's emotional probløns stem Êom external sociocultural

factors and internal psychologicat states. Feminist th€rapists encor¡rage women to become more self

aware, autonomous and self nurn¡ring. Berlin (1973) states tha!
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feminist-therapists want women to have a clear and individualized standard of

personal value and ø communicate honestþ and clearly from a position of self-respect

¿nd self-cente&less. Feminist therapists want women to actively influencæ the co.¡rse

of one's own life by taking actiou on one,s owt behalf. þp.a93,a95)

Feminist ttrerapists believe in feurinist humanism; a positive belief in the capacity of women to

self ach:alize based on their own self-knowledge and human poter¡tial. sturdivant (19g0) relates this to

Kluchhohn's (1956) value orientation that views women as mutually good and values people living in

harmony with one another and with natr¡¡e. This style also focuses on the present time while planning for

the fr¡ture and it emphasÞes the personality þe of Being-In-Becoming, which is reflected in ferninist

therapy's emphasis on growth and change for women. It is a developmental approach that perceives

women as able to move forwa¡d in a life long process of self-realization in social ñrnctioning.

Feminist ürerapists believe that the emphasis on a-djusting to tereot¡rped sex roles is unhealthy

for women. Iævine (1983) states:

By and large, women have found that helpers stress adjusEnent rather than change;

individual not collective or political solutions; personal patholory, weakness rather

than shengtir; ttre psyche unrelated to economic and social haza¡ds in women's lives;

and the authority ofmare eryerts, male management, and male decision makers in and

beyond rhe home. (p.27)

sturdivant (1980) in her model for fe¡ninist therapy states personal and social change, not adjustnent is

the goal of ferninist therapy' she presents a growth/development model of therapy rather than the

illnesVrernediation model of taditional therapies.

within this model, the social conformity goals of traditional therapy are replaced and women

are encouraged to examine social roles and then choose whether these roles reflect their personal needs
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and lifestyles rather than accept these roles as offered by society. This places a stong ernphasis on

personal self-definition and self-determination by women in shaping their own identity.

lævine (1983) states that 'The mandate for feminist counselling includes a healing process, an

education process and a political process" (p.79). A basic principle in the ferninist approach is the

npersonal is political'. The political context of personal experience is a critical aspect of feminist

counselling' Feminist therapiss believe it is cn¡cial to make the connection benreen personal

eryeriences and social factors to women clients. Russell (1984) states this is ttre skill of social analysis.

Social analysis is a skill of assessing social and culturat restaints that impinge internally and

externally in a client's behavior and of helping the client recogrize these resEaints. This skill can also

help clients ùo cogrritiveþrestnrcture theirworld" Clients often tell therapists their difücutties are entirely

self-imposed Traditional therapists often srpport this perception by looking at the intapsychic dynamics

as causes of actions and attitudes. Social analysis looks at the social restaints that contribute to

problernatic situations' Most women are socialized into submissive, passive roles. euick spe"gh,

frequent snriting allowing for interruptions, fostering of male leadership, avoidance of decision making,

and failure to exercise Power are behavior¡¡s that reinforce women's subordinate position. once clients

recognize these forces, they can acquire p€rceptions and behaviours to protect them against manipulation

by suchforces. social analysis placæs the focus of therapy outside the client as well as within the client.

Social analysis identifies individual probløns with those of women as a group and stresses the

commonality of womerL

Tenets of f'eminists Therapy

Feminist therapists ericourage women to find a sense of personal power beginning with the

choic¿ of the therapist. cliàts are øtcouraged to shop arou¡d and take a consumer approach to rheir

counselling. 'Therapists are expected to make their values explicit during the therapy process while
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providing the client the opportunity to accept or reject the orientation. The focus of the therapy is on the

cüent's goals and not the therapist's goals (shrdivant, 1980). The client is viewed as the expert on her

feelings and experiences. The therapist helps to increase the client's feelings of power and autonomy

through validating the client's eryeriences and perceptions. Trusting her own decisions, problern-solving

skills and refusing to allow others to make decisions for her is a significant sign of personal growlh for

women in therapy (Sturdivant l9g0).

Ferrinist therapy encourages therapists to view the relationship between therapist and client as

egalitarian rather than a zubordinate relationship which may parallel the client,s e¡periørcæ of other

importantrelationstrips inherlife (Rr:ssell, 1984). Information and knowledge is to be sha¡ed during the

therapy process' Levine (1983) states the commonality between two women makes understanding and

working together a natural part of the helping process. However, it is important to acknowledge that

therapy cannot be a totally equal relationship. fury professional helping relationship carries within it an

unequal power stmcture @ussell, l9g4).

This rmequal power sructure can be minimized by the therapist tluough ernphasis on the

commonality of women's experimces and demysti$ing the therapeutic process with the client. kr this

manner, selÊdisclosure by the tirerapist can be heþñrl to the client in selective a¡eas but it always requires

sersitivity in terns of timing, dçrh and appropriataness.

Another important skill is bel¡avior¡rat feedback Russell ( I 984) writes that behavioral feedback

is the skill of providing the client with ac¡urate and concise feedback regarding her behavior or

behavioral manifestations of feelings. It requires clear and unambiguous communication by the therapist

that can be easily understood and verified by the clienL It is communication based on what is seen and

heard rather than inferred, construed or suggested, If therapists are viewed as experts, clients can then

be passive recipients with no responsibility for direction or self-assertion in the interaction. clients are
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thereby absolved of self-scrutiny, of analysis of behavior patterns, and of the task of changing habitual

pattems and learning new skills. In short, the client's role in such interactions parallels the taditional

passive fernale role that lay at the root ofthe distess in the first place. The skill ofbehavioral feedback

encourages a more active and direct participation by the client in the therapy.

Perhaps one of the 6qst imPortant goals of feminist therapy is to eacourage each woman to

develop every asset ofher personality that might increase personal effectiveriess.

Before achieving this goal, women must be ancouraged to explore their own needs and desi¡es

without the need for the approval of others. A woman must feel entitled to spend time and attention on

herse[ must feel ttre legitimary of attrending to her own needs and desires, and must feel the right to look

after herself in the face of conflicting dernands from others. Many women neglect themselves while

endlessly tying to please others, or take care of others. The tagic results a¡e few personal rewards.

often women who attend to themselves are freguently characterized by derogatory terms zuch as

demanding pr¡shy and self-cer¡tere¿ women need to be disabused of ttre legitimacy of these notions and

encouraged to care for themselves first and foremost. This self-nurturing is often the most difücult

therapy goal to achieve.

As women are ericouraged to nurture themselves and value other womer¡, they commonly

becorne angry. They offen express rage at the societal injustice against women. Anger is one of the most

prohibited emotions for women and leaming to experience and express it is essential for personal growth

(Snrdivant' I 980). Greenspan ( I 983) states anger is a sign of increasing sûength. Sturdivant ( I 9gO)

refers to (bidig & Mueller, 1976) ûrerapeutic steps to help women e{press their anger as an important

goal in feminist therapy. These stçs are:

I. Recogrition of anger.

2. Realization fhat there are external reasons for this anger.
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4.

5.
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Identification of the sor¡ce and specifically what about that angers her.

Validation of her expression of anger.

Encourageorent of her attempt to gain power over some areas of her life about which she feels

anw.

6. Mellowing out after she has faced her anger (p.29).

Feminist thaapists defi¡e women's sexuality in terms of women's needs and desires. Feminist

therapists stress women are in charge of their own sexuality. Sturdivant (1980) cites Childs, Sachnoff

and Stocher (1976) who state a woman has the right:

l) To engage or to initiate sexral activity or to refi:se;

2) To enjoyherbody apartfrom other;

3) To experience and e4periment with different sexual relationships, and

4) To have her own standards and to use herselfas I measure ofher own experiences. (p.99)

Feminist therapists do not view bisexuatity and homosexuality as pychopathalogical, but as an

alternative lifestyle based on individual preferørce.

According to Russell (1984), feminist therapists choose to help women obtain a positive

evaluation oftheir g€nd€r. The therapist cotnsels the client to value her strengths and atbibutes of being

female. Female Faits of affiliatior¡ nurtuance and compassion, which a¡e essential to the maintenance

of societal functioning, a¡e to be valued in spite of a social system that devalues thern.

Feminist Grouos

Women's grorps look specifically atwomens'issues: merstruation; pregrancy; childbirth; rape;

and physical and psychological abuse, issues which are gørerally not discussed around men. Ferninist

therapy grouPs a¡ose from the conscious¡ress raising groups ofthe 1960's and.1970's, but they are not

consciousness raising SrouPs. Consciousness raising groups were the frst groups that allowed women
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Ûo elPlore their commonality of experience, receive social and emotional support from one another and

examine the political and economic restraints imposed on their lives by society. Due to ferninists

çestioning the exploitation of women by the taditional therapeutic approaches, by the l9g0,s, therapy

grouPs run by women' for women emerged. These groups focused on the specific problern areas of

battered womerL sexually abused women including rape victims and incest survivors and women who

sutrered from eating disorders.

Føninist therapy grouPs adhere to three basic principles. They emphasÞe political, economic

and social factors as having a significant impact on women's personal problems.

Isolation may lead womerl to believe they are alone with their problerns. Ferninist therapy

goups encourage women to build zupportive relationships among each other to decrease their feelings

of social isolation and to learn from the commonalities of their experiences. Burden and Gottlieb (t 9g7)

cite Gottlieb, Burden' Mccormick a¡ld Nicarthy (1983) who state "in this $,ay women learn to tn¡st and

value other women and by extension to value themselves' (p.32). Feminist therapy groups encourage

women to focus on thei¡ own personal identity apaf from their relationships with others, and ofren

provide the first social experience where women are encouraged to nurture themselves.

Sturdivant (1980) states au female groups convey a message not conveyed by mix-sexed groups.

This message is: women exist apart from mer¡- women are persons in their own right; that it is
permissible and desirable for women to band with other women, not just men; and women are worthwhile

and make valuable contributions to each other.

Walker (19s7) states ferninist therapy groups are astinctty different from taditional therapy

groups in terms of "group development, goals and stucture, leadership dimensions, interpersonal

relations and communication pattems' (p.4).

There are no covert agendas in ferninist therapy groups. Group development involves the group
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therapist making the process explicit Êom the beginning. This is accomplished by discussing the

objective and motivation for ttre group and then sharing this with the group mernbers so they can have

clear expectations of how the group experimce can help them with their personal goals and growth.

Group me'rrbers are also encouraged to discuss the content and structure of the sessions and to give on-

going feedback to the therapists.

Ferninist therapy groups are ofrør quite sfr¡ctured and time limited. stuctured group sessions

heþ to provide a safe aünoqphere for group members to explore thei¡.issues and concerns. Time limited

goìlps help to decrease dependenry on the group experiencæ and ttrerapist @urden & Gottlieb, I9g7).

Fe'nrinist therapy groups value the exploration of the realities of being fernale and promote self-

disclosr'¡re about personal feelings and sigrificant relationship. walker (1987) states group discussions

often focus on (carlock & Marlin" 1977) "interpersonal iszues such as establishing indçendence,

resolving conflicting role e4pectations...eliminating selÊhatred and rçression of ones abilities" þ.g).
In women's groups' touch promotes feelings of closeness and zupport with the result that non-verbal

forms ofcommunicatior¡ s:ch as tea¡s are more accçtable. Feminist therapy groups appear to be more

conducive to the expression of anger where its expression can be encouraged and zupported (Walker,

r e87).

Men are not the best therapists for fernale therapy groups. The belief is that a male therapist

reinforces s€}rual stereo't]?€s and undernrines fenrate issues (Walker, I 987). Burden and Gottlieb ( I 9g7)

believe the presencæ of men lessen women's abilities to express themselves Êeely, especially feelings

focusing on sexuality and anger. Fernale and male therapisæ have different leadership styles. Men have

a competitive style with grouPs and tend to be authoritarian and task oriented. Women leaders

demonstrate greater concern for relationships among people than male leaders do (Walker, l9g7).

Womenminimizedistance and increase affrliation. Walker states, "fernale therapists are more sensitive
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to issues facing women, are better able to empafhizs with feelings, provide a positive role identi.fication

model, and may be able to facilitate the resolution of role conflicts by utilizing their own experiencesn

(P.7).

Feminist therapists assume that the relationships among the various group members are as

impofant as the group members relationship with the therapist The therapist and the group members

all sen¡e as role models. In a feminist therapy group, the therapist is viewed as a resource person and a

consultant to the group, as well as a person who helps group members achieve their goals.

An education Process and a skill building process are important components of a feminist

therapy group. This allows group members to request information on issues and learn skills that may

have been denied them during the socialization process @urden & Gottlieb, l9g4).

Feminis therapy groups hold positive expectations for women These groups express the beliefs

that women are capable oftaking charge of ttreir lives and with the support of other women can solve their

problems and reach their personal goals.

Feminist therapists believe the process of change is helped by cognitive restgch¡ing of basic

ideas about oneself, other women and socieg. feminist therapists also believe that group support and

validation for betravior¡ral change may heþ to motivate women to participate in political and social action

that will improve their status and power in society (sturdivant, l9g0).

Discussion

When implernenting the practicum group, it was essential.that the rvomen had the opportunity

to sçlore the political and social factors that contributed to tt¡eir sexual abuse. This was accomplished

by examining women's roles in socieg, by the use of group exercises, discussions and handouts. Equally

important was to encourage the women to express their goals at the beginning of group and throughout

the therapy sessions, thus ernphasizing the therapist's roles as a group facilitator. This sense ofsafety
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perrrits the women to begin to attend to their ou¡rl needs and to become aware of issues that a¡e inhibiting

p€rsonal gorvttr" By providing direct behavior¡ral feedbacþ encor:raging a more assertive communicative

style and providing validation for tire anger, fear and grief, group mernbers achieved measurable personal

growth' Throughout the group Program" the therapists encauraged the women to trust in their own

intuition and to value themselves and other women.

Social work's set of values are major factors in defining social work as a distinct profession.

These values act as a guide defining the goals and purpose of the profession. perhaps the most important

value is the belief in the ir¡herent diguty and worth of all human beings and the assumption that people

best realize their humanity through effective social fructioning.

couins (1986) states social work perceives the human condition as not in stasis, but as part of

an interactive oper, systenr, not as undimer¡sional, but as immersed ir¡ afecting and affected by

the social and physical environmerit. Social work values provide a perspective that enables the

practitioner to visualize the interdependence of individuals snd the many significant systerns of

which the individuals are a ParL The person-in-environment paradigm that results from this

perspective is a guiding principle for social work practice, knowledge and resea¡ch (p.216).

The feminist perspective is guided by the belief in the women's personal experiences reflect

social and political norms. A uumber of aszumptions undoþing ferninist social work practice were

developed by the Feminist Practice Project sponsored by the Committee on Womeri,s issues of the

American Association of Social Workers in the mid- I 980's. These assumptions are outlined by Bricker -

Jenkins (1991). They include:

- The inherent purpose and goal ofhuman existe¡ce is self-acn-ralization: self-actualization is a

collective endeavour involving the creation of material and ideological conditions that facilitate
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it'

- We have created and institutionalized systems and ideologies of domination/zubordination"

exploitation, and oppression that are inimical to individual and collective self-actualization;

patiarchy is only one of these, but has resulted in specific and profound injuries to women.

- Since people strive for self-actualization, it is possible to identify and mobilize inherent

individual and collective capacities for healing, growtl¡ and personaVpo[tical tansformation..

- The world view infornring all practice posits (a) that all things are connected; (b) that

individual and collective pain and problems of living always have a culnral and/or

political dimøsion; (c) ürat "reality' is a multidimensional process; (d) that diversity

c¡e¿tes choices for all and is thus a source of strengtb, growttr and health and (e) that

women have unique and relatively unknown histories, conditions, developmental

patterns, and stengths that must be discovered and engaged by social work

practitioners. (Ft.27 3)

' 
The social work perqpective and the feminist perspective each adhere to humanistic values and

focus on individual and collective setf-actualization. Both perspectives adhere to Kluckhohn,s value

orientations of viewing human nahue as good. This model prefers activity that stesses being-in-

becoming and existing with the environmenl This is particularly evident in the ferninist perspective that

looks at the power imbalance between the clier¡Vworker relationship and advocates tying to break down

this imbalance to whatever degree is possible, within ttre relationship.

Both the feminist perspective and the social work perspective stress the interconnotion, *¿
interdependencies between the individu¿l and the environment. Yelaja (1985) refers to Germain and

Ginerman's 1980 ecological syst€:rns approach to social work which focuses on "the matching of peoples

adaptive capacities and envirorimental properties, to produce transactions that maximÞe growth and
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development and improve environments". (p.29). But the feminist perspective expands and størgthens

this approach by the way it focuses on the relationship between the personal and the political. Bricker -

J€nkins (1991) stat€s' Teministpractitione,rs lead with the assumption that individuat and collective pain

and problems of living always have a political and/or cultural dimensions" (p.z?g).

Whæ the feminist perspective does for sociat work practice is that it forces practitioners to look

at Power: political Poweç social poweç ñnancial poweç psychological power, as well as the power

human beings hold over one another. Speciñcally this perspective looks at women's lack of power in

society and the consequences this staûrs has in their lives. The feminist perspective challenges the social

work profession to lmk at sexist lcrowledge, oppressive therapeutic techniques, and -dysfunctional social

structures and institutions. It questions wlry social work would continue to sü'ess a justrnent to taditional

beliefs and m¡hs about women's place in society, if this focus is áedmental to a woman's well being.

The feminist perspective opens the door for social work to research women's developmen! e4periences

and lives' This perspective points out to the social work profession, that to effect change at the micro and

macro level in society, it is critical to consider gender as an important iszue.

I)iscussion

The sh¡dent's practicum group strove to empower the women to take charge of their recovery,

to discover their strengths and to begin to form relationships with others in the group. While the

discr:ssion of the lack of power women experience in society may itself appear contad.ictory, validating

women's social experiences promotes skength and helps women to plan stategies for futr¡re self-ca¡e.

At the same time there is maximization of their personal growth -d a"u"loprent while encouraging a

cornmitnent tro social change. The practicum also gave the student the opportunig to hear and record the

women's personal histories and their stuggles for integrty within their social condition.
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CHÄPTER3

LTTERATURE REVMW

Lons Term Consequences

Cuneot literature stesses that childhood sexual abuse is very frightening, taumatic and leaves

long-term psychological effects that persist into adulthood and require the victims to seek professionj

teatment @riere, 1989; courtois, 1988; Finkelhor, 19g6; Gelinas, l9g3; Heman, lggl; Jehu, Gazan

& Klasser¡ I984-85; Meiselma¡r, 1978; Russell, l9g6).

Sandra Butler (1978) stresses why it is important to deal with childhood sexual abuse and its

effects.

Whatever form the assault takes, the scarring of the child can be deep and lasting.

Unlike physical abuse, the damage cannot always be seen but the scars a¡e tliere

nonetheless' The most devastating result of the imposition of adult sexuality upon a

child r¡nable to deærmine ttre appropriateness ofhis or her response is the irretrievable

Ioss of rhe child's inviolability and tust in the adults in his or her life. (p.5)

Mood Disturbances

Self Esteem

Herman (1981) repoled 60% of her forty father-daughter incest victims in psychotherapy had

a predominantly negative self-image. "Many women felt that what set them apart from others was their

own evilness. With depressing regularity, these women referred to themselves as bitches, witches, and

whores. The incest secret formed the core of their identity" (p.97). There were thirty womm survivors

of incest ttratparticipated in Courtois's study (1979) and,87%of thern stated their sense of self as having

been moderately to severely affected. Jehu" Gazan and Klassen (1988) fotndg2%of their 50 fernale
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zubjects had clinically significant levels of low self-esteern. Thirry-nine (7g%) of f:fryfemale subjects

answered partly, mostly, or absolutely tr¡e to the statement "I am worthless and bad," on their Belief

Inventory' Bagtey and Ramsey (1985) found 19% of abuse victims scored very poorly on thç

coopersrni*r self-Esteem category compared to 5% of the contols, whereas onry 9%of the victims had

very good levels ofself-estee'm compared wrth2o%of the contols. women with poor self-esteem were

nearly four times as likely to report child sexuar abuse than other subjects.

Guilt

Survivors ofsexual abuse ofren express enorfnous guilt for the abuse. The feelings of guil!

responsibility and complicity related to the incest negativeþ afect feelings about the self and intensify

aru<iety about relations with others. "Many survivors blame themselves for not having been able to say

no, believing that Dot doing so was equivalent to want or pursuing the contact" (Courtois, l9gg, p.220).

sunrivors may also feel Suilty about thei¡ disclosure and giving up the role of protecting family secrets.

Further confi¡sion may result if the child experienced ernotional or sexual pleasgre from the incest. Bass

and Thorton (1983) explain this experience:

In some instances the abused child's body may respond to sexual stimulation even as

her consciousress is horrified. Because she does not know that her body can respond

without her consen! sr even if it c€n reçond that way at all, the abused child feels that

she must have wanted the abr:se, must have asked for it in some way. It is this berayal

ofhaselfbyherbodythat she sometimes finds the ha¡dest to forgive. A¡rd again, she

does not tell; she fears that anyone she tells woua s,rreÇ blame her as much as she

blames hers€f. (pp. l8-l 9)

Jehq GazÃ and Klassør (1988) four¡d that 84vo,42of 50 of their subjects endorsed the Belief Inventory

Statement, 'I must have permined sex to happen because I wasn't forced into it.' HeÎman (l9gl) on
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Children do have sexual feelings and do seek out affection and attention from adults.

out ofthese undeniable realities, the male fantasy of the seductive daughter is created.

But"it is the adult' not the child, who determines the sexual natnre of the encounter,

and who bears responsibility for it. (Ir.42)

I)epression

In tl¡e literahfe, depression is the most common symptom reported by survivors of childhood

sorual abuse' The DSM III-R describes dçression nas 
a loss of interest or pleasure in all, or almost all

activities" (p'218)' symptoms of depression include loss of appetite, sleç dish,rbances, psychosomatic

agitation or retardatior¡ loss of enerry, decreased sex drive, guilt, thoughts about death, wishes to die,

suicidal ideation and suicide atternpts. Gelinas (1983) states the usual disguised presentation of an

undisclosed incest victim is characterological depression witrr complications and with at5pical and

dissociative elernents. various theories have tried to describe the etiology of depression, most consider

loss as a major elernent leading to the disorder. Incest sr:rvivors sufer various losses, loss of contol, loss

of possibilities, Ioss of self, loss of childhood, Ioss of security, and ofre¡r loss of family.

Baglsy andRarnsey (1985) completed a community mental health study in a random sample of

377 women in a large Canadian city. The zubjects completed two standardized measures: the Centre for

Environmental studies Dçression scale and the Middlesex Hospital euestionnaire. women with a

history of sexual abuse scored more depressed on both measures, CES-D 17% versus 9% andwith the

Mddlesex Hoqpital Questionnaire lf%ovsslsTYocompared with the controls. peters (19g4) completed

a community snrdy in Los Angeles based on a random sample of women and fowrd that the I l9 women

who reported sexual abuse'involving physicat contact had a higher incident ofdepression, a greater

number of depressive episodes and were more likely to be hospitalized than non victi¡ns. Briere and
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Runtz (1985) using 72 iterns ûom the Hopkins symptom checklist on 2Tgundergraduate women

indicated the sexual abuse victims repofed more depressive symptoms during the twelve months prior

to the srrvey than did the non abused women. sedney and Brooks' (l gg4) study of 301 college womefr

foud that women with childhood socual experiences to be more likely to repof symptoms of depression

with 65% in the sexralþ abused group experiencing depressive symptoms vqses 43voin the control

group' A firther 18% ofthe sex¡alty abused group were hospitalized while only 4%of the contol group

were hospitalized In clinical samples, Herman ( I 98 I ) found major depressive Ðmptoms in 60% of the

incest victims' bü 55% in the comparison groç. Meiselman (l 978) found dçressive symptoms n 3s%

of the victims of childhood sexual abuse to23%of the comparison group.

Suicidal ldeation & Suicide Attemnts

A high incidence ofsuicidal ideation and suicide attempts has also been found by researchers.

Herman (1981) for:nd 38% of the incest victims at one point became so depressed they attempted zuicide.

Briere (1984) in a snrdy of 153 walk-ins to a community clinic found that 5l% of abuse victirrrs ¡"¿
attempted suicide verzus 34% of non abused clients. s"dney and Brooks (19g4) found 39% of their

college sample with a history of childhood sexual abuse reported having thoughts of harming themselves

compared to l6% of the conbol group. Sixeen percent of these respondent had made at least one suicide

attemptversus6%oftheirpeers@.70). BriaeandRunE(l9g6)for¡ndthatof l4womenwhohadmade

a suicide attempt before age 13. Thirteen (93%) had been sexuarþ abused.

fnteroersonal Problems

fsolation and Stismat¡zation

Herman ( I 98 I ) states 'Although helpless as chil&en to prevent the incest, they nevertheless felt

they had committed ur unpardonable sin which Iefr than permanently stigmatized. All without exce,ption

felt somehow branded or marked by ttreir experiences" @p.96-7).
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Due to these feelings of being 'bad', survivors often withdraw Êom social contact and feel

isolated. courtois (1979) in her community sample of incest victims re,pofed 73% feltisolated versus

49Vo of æntrols' Briere and RunE (1987) found 64% of thetrsexual abuse survivors felt isolated and

alone' The isolation incest survivors feel is compounded by their difficulties in trusting others. Briere

(1984) found 12% of sr:rvivors to fear women versus 4% of his contols. Herman,s (l9gl) subjects had

rage towards their mothers and se€m to regard all women including themselves with contempr

Meiselrnan found 6trlo of incest victi'ns dislike their mothers ønd,4oo/odisliked their fathers. Many adult

survivors fear men' Briere (1984) found 48% of victims fear men as opposed to ls%oof the controls.

Seventy-nine perc€nt of Courtois (1979) community sample incæst victims had severe to moderate

problems in relating to mø¡ 4v/ohadnwerDxanied. sixty percent of Meiselman's (197g) incest victims

complained of conflict and fear of their husbands or sex pafürers ,3gvoneve m,arried. Herman (lggl)
remarked although 'these women had little hope of anaining a rewarding relationship with anyone, they

desperately long for the nurturance and care which they had not received in childhood" (p. lo0).

Although distrusting meq many suwivors idealized meri which may lead them to be re-

victimized in their relatiorships' Briere (1989) states some survivors overlook clues or behaviours such

as aggressiveness or extreme sexism. Briere and Runu (1987) found 49% of sexually abused women

were battered as adults compared to l8o/oof the non sexually abused women. Jehu, Gazan and Klassen

(1988) found 46 (90%) of women in rheir study had problerns with their partners. Those who were

married or living as married had 100% problems with their partners which trrey described as par¡,e'

discord' being oppressed by their partner and being physically abused by their partrer. Meiselman,s

(1978) study of psychotherapy clients rçorts 42% of hsr 26 incest victims were described by ttreir

therapist as women who sought out and passively tolerated relationships in which they were mistreated.

Theywere offen described by their therapiss as'doôrmats", "punching bags" and "dish ragsn. Herman
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(1981) states that 1 I ofher 40 incest sr¡n¡ivors repeatedly endured beatings ûom their husbands or lovers.

In many cases, "they seemed to feel that they deserved to be beaten" (p.lol). Russell (lgg6) states

between 38% to 480/o of sexual abuse victims had violent husbands compared with l7% of non victims

and between 40% and 62% of sexually abused women were sexually assaulted by their husbands

corparedto2l%ofnonvictims. Fromuth(1986)surveying4S2fernalecollegestudentsfoundwomen

who were sexually abused before age 13 were especiatly likely to become victims of non-consensual

sexual e¡periences. Russell (1986) reports 68% of incest victims were victims of rape or attempted rape

by non'relatives compared to 38% who were never incestuously abused.

Parentins

Cretinas (1983) states incest victims often have problerns parenting due to feelings of depletion,

helplessness and poor self esteem. They have diffrculty providing their child¡en with an organizing

stuchrre and with a reasonable balance of discipline and afection. They are often ambivalent towards

their childrq withd¡aw and then are pursued by their children tirough mischievous¡less or misbehaviour

calculated to induce mother to intervene and pay attention. As this progresses, morhers often feel that

their children a¡e malevolent and preþg upon them - a feeling distinctly rerniniscent of their father,s

behaviourtowa¡ds them. @.323) Goodwin, McCarthy and Divasto (1981) repofed 24% of morhers in

child abr:singfamilies were incest survivors compared to 3% in a non-abused contol group. Closeness

and affection were given a sexual meaning and therefore mothers maintained an ernotional and physical

distance ûom their children incre€sing ttre likelihood of physical abuse. Jehu" Gazan and Klassen ( I 9gS)

found that 22 (70lo) of 3l sr¡rvivors acknowledged they had physically abused their children in the past

and 6 (19lo) were cunently physicaly abusing their child¡en while they recæived teatment for theù incest

e)çerience' Herman (1981) stated many of her incest survivors were tormerited that they would become

bad molhers ûo lheir childreru as ttrey perceived their mothers were to them. They also feared they would
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not be able to protect their daughters from sexual abuse.

Social Problems

Alcohot and Drus Abuse

Peters (1984) in a controlled community study reported l7% of sexually abused women had

alcohol abuse problems versr¡s 5% of women who had not been sexually abused as children. Næ 27%

of sexually abr¡sed women used at least one type ofdn:g versus l27o of women who had not been sexua¡y

abused as chil&eo Briere and RunE (t 987) reported 27% of ncæstvictims had a history of alcoholism

versus I l% of non incest victims' Herman (l9sl) found 35% of incest survivors abused alcohol and

drugs versus 5% who had seductive fatrrers but had not been sexually abused.

Prostitution

The connection between child se>n:al abuse and prostitution has been investigated by a number

of researchers. James and Meyerdin g (1977) interviewed 136 prostitutes and found Ssvo wqesexually

abused as children by someone l0 years or older prior to ttreir first intercourse. h I 9g t , Silbert and

Pines completed a study of 200 juvenile and adult street prostihrtes in san Francisco. sixty percent of

the subjects were abused before age 16 by two people for an average of 20 months. Two-thirds 67%

were sexually abused by father figures, 33%o were abused by natural fathers, 30% by stçfathers or a

foster fatt¡er. seventy percent of the zubjects reported that the sexual exploitation afected their eventual

entrance into prostitution' In 1987, Bagley and Young completed a similar study to that of pine and

silbert in Alberta. They studied 45 women who had recently left prostitution. Nearly three-quarters

73'3o/ohaÅo<paienced serious sexual abuse by ttre age of 16, prior to entering prostitution. This stu-dy

was able to have a control group drawn Êom a community mental heâlth study of 691 individuals

randomly selected from the adult population in calgary (Ranrsey & Bagley l9g5). The comparison group

was 36 women from the community study under 40 years who had a history of childhood sexual abuse.
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The comparison showed the prostitutes had experienced more severe forms of sexual abuse. The abuse

began earlier in their lives, more often involved one or more biologicat relatives, it went on longer and

it was likely to involve forms of sexual exploitation. A quafer of the incest victims had been involved

in sadomasochistic activities and or posing for pornographic pichres or movies prior to entering

prostitution. None of the contols had been involved in these activities.

Sexual I)vsfunction

According to MalE and Holman (l 987), so<tul d¡r$:nction is evident in three areas: ( I ) sexual

emergence; (2) sexual orientation and prefereaces and (3) sexual arousal, response, and satisfaction.

Sexual emergence involves sun¡ivors either choosing one of two lifestyles becoming sexually withdrawn

orsexuallypromiscuous' Bothbeingthe stwivors'attempts to contol their sexuality. Sexual orier¡tation

and preference çestions how sexual abuse influences a survivor's sexual development. Some survivors

believe the incest eryeri€nce c¿used them to be homosexual. others state it did not influence them at all.

The authors:

wond€r ifthese women don't rçresent two diferent goups. one group being women

who are lesbian and happen to be incest sr¡¡vivors. The other group heterosexual or

bisexual women who experiment with same sex partters as part of the process of

healing from the abuse or as a result of its tauma. þ.72)

In sexual arousal, resPonse and satisfaction, MaIø and Holman (1987) state: "negative conditioning is

very strong in survivors because the sexual abuse usually constituted ttreir first experience with overt

se¡xual stimulation And their negative feelings were reinforced through the rçetition of the sexual abusen

(p.76).

The authors also state that sexual dysfunction should be looked at after the survivor had

addressed incest probløns including self-esteem, responsibility for the incest and the negative sexual .
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conditioning.

Meiselman (l 978) found 87% of her incest victims in therapy compared to zoyoof the controls

had seriors problems in sexual adjusbeent Tweng-five percent of her clinical sample were promiscuous

utd74% of the 23 victims had orgasmic dysfi:nction. However, some victir¡s c¡utd attain orgasrn under

specific conditions, mash[bation, drinking, a new partner or a safe, rrndernanding and patient partrer.

courtois (1979) rçorted 80% of former incest victims had an inability to relax or enjoy se>aral activity .

and either avoided sex or had a compulsive desire for sex. Finkelho r (1979)stu ying college students

for:nd child sexual abr:se snn¡ivors had lower sexual selÊesteem than their classrnates. Briere and Runtz

(1987) founda5% ofsoarally abusedwomen ¡.¿ ditrcutg in their sexual adjushrent in contas tto lsyo

of the controls. Forty-two percent of these women had a decreased sex drive compared to 29%;o of the

controls' Herman (1981) reported 35% of the incest victims had periods of promiscuous behaviour.

Many moved û'om Periods of promiscuity to periods of abstinencæ. over 55% of victims complained of

impairments in sexual enjoyment. Many reported pleasure in sex was ninimat or absent. The memory

of incest was ofren of the incestuous acts in the midst of their love making þ . I 05). Jehq Klassen and

Gazan (1984-85) found that half of their 22 clients had impairments in sexual functioning: they had

impaired motivatior¡ nine had phobic or aversion reactions to sex; twelve suffered from impaired arousal;

and seven sufered from impaired orgasm and thirteen from sexual d.issatisfaction. .

Courtois (1988) lists sixcaægoriesofsexual dysfirnction These include: (l) desire disorders;

(2) arousat disorder; (3) orgasmic disorders; (4) coital pain; (5) aequanry and satisfaction disorders;

and (6) qu4i$ing infonnaticnr Desire disorder often involves low sexual desire and low sexual activity

as well as aversion to sex characterized by negative emotions as helplessness, fear, shame and disgust.

Aroual disorders involve lubrication difticulties involving partial or complete inability to maintain

lubrication swelling resPonse throughout the sex act and lack of feeling in tire pelvic area. Orgasmic
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disorders may be a response to the fe¿¡ of being out of contol or a defence against anxiety associated with

sexual pleasue' Coital pain includes dyspareunia pain located in the genital area that occurs during the

sex act, vaginisnlt¡s and lower back pain. Frequency and satisfaction difficulties are survivor patterns of

being celibate or hlpersexual with survivors ûequently being r:nable to feel any sexual satisfaction.

Qualifying information involves a number of factors that may have an impact on sexual fi:nctioning.

ofren post-taumatic stess reactions can impair the ability to fi¡nction semally. Intusive,/re-experiencing

symptoms such ¿s flashbacks or mernories can be tiggered by sexual feelings, behaviours, sounds or

srnells' Denial/numbing symptoms such as depersonalization, derealization and dissociation may allow

the sun ivor to be sexual but not present. (pp. t 09- I I 0)

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Post-Traumatic skess Disorder (P.T.S.D.) r"rrm io psychological reactions that often follow

dis¿ster or extreme psychological sa€ss. It is ofren used to describe the experiørces of wa¡ veterans, rape

victims' victims of childhood sexual abuse and victims of natu¡al disasters. The American psychiatric

Association's Dagrostic and Statisticat À{ånual ofMental Disorders, 3rd Edition, Revised (DsM IIÐ lists

the following criterion for the diagnoses of the post-taumatic stess disorder:

l' The exisence of a þsychologically distressing event" that would evoke sigrificant dish'bance

in anyone.

2' Iater re-eryeriencing of the tauma in one's mind; for example through recurrent dreams of the

stressor or as a flashback "intrusive sensory memories" to the original baumatic situation.

3' 'Numbing of general responses' to, or avoidancæ o{, the external world; for example,

dissociation, withdrawal, restrictive affect or loss of interesr in daily events.

4' A wide varie$ of other reactions or syrnptoms such as sleç disturbances upon expos¡rre to

situations that resernble the original traumatic event.
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Manyresearchers have found child sexual abuse causes delayed or cb¡onic pTsD in adult life

(Gelinas, 1983; Blach white & Kline, 1985; and Briere & Runrz, 1987). Jehq Gazan and Klassen

(1988) found arxiety, phobias, dissociation and sleep disn¡rbance was experien ædby 44(g6%) of the

5l women in their study. Sedney and Brooks (19s4) found 54% of incest victins had symptoms of

anxiety compared to 41%o of the contols, and 4l% suffered from exteme tension compared wrth1g%

of the contols' Further Sl%hadproblems sleeping vern¡s 29% of the contols. Bagley and Ramsey

(1985) teporl lgVo of childhood sexual abuse victims versus 9% of non-abused victims rçorted

qøptoms of somatic arxiety. Briere and Rune (1987) report ed 54o/o of sexual abuse victims had anxiety

attacks compared to 28% of non-victims. Sevmty-two percent sf ths viçrims had rtifiìcutty sleeping

versus 55% of non-victims.

Discussion

It was anticipated by the student tl¡at all the women participating in the practicum would be

sufering in varying degrees ûom the long term consequences of sexual abuse. Addressing these iszues

formed the goals of the student's practicurn group. By challenging the survivor's belief she is responsible

for the sexual abuse, lhe process alleviates her guilt and depression. Children desperately try to make

sense of tl¡e abr¡se, inwiøbly they blame themselves for something innate within them which has caused

the sexual victimization. The power, c¡nkol and sexual needs of the abuser are not recogrized. This is

compounded by any se>nul pleasure or special privileges a child may have gained Êom the abuser. This

self contønpt is then carried into adulthood. Providing women with ttre oppornrnity to recogrrize their

childhood rrulnerability and childhood assumptions about self, allows them to reconstruct events and to

gain a positive sense of self worth.

Distrtst ofmen' women and ûequency re-victimization in present relationships are all ongoing

problerrs of adult s¡n¡ivors of sexual abuse. Re-educating women about what is normal in personal and
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intimate relationships is essential. sexual adjustment problems such as abstinance, promiscuity and

prostitution are choices made based on feelings of guilt and shame. Leanring to distinguish when trust is

warranted in a relationship and when it is no! allows adult sr¡rvivors to fonn relationships with others,

but to remain safe. Boundary awareness and maintenance must be taught to survivors.

Providing \Yomen with detailed i¡¡formation regarding the symptoms of post taumatic s¡.ess,

t*¡ ¿5 rlis¡ssociative state and flastrbacks, helps thøn feel less 'cra4y' and afraid. Furthermore, providing

women with coping techniques forflashbacls, whether these occr:r during sexual activities or throughout

tle day, allows women to regain a sense of contol.

Treatment of serual ffi:nction was not addressed by the student's practicum. Group members

who had problems with selflrål d¡is:nction were advised to contact Klinic or the psychology Deparhrnent

at the university of Manitoba for i¡formation about therapists and programs that had expertise to ¡.eat

these particular issues.

Group therapy for women who were sexually abused as childrer¡ helps to break the secrecy,

isolation, and stigma of incest. It allows the women to identify with other group members and to

recogrize the commonalities of their experiences. Group problems of low self-esteern, guilt addictive

and self-destr¡ctive behaviour, dissociative responses and problerns with intimacy and sexuality are

viewed less as personal deficis and more as cornmon reactions ûo incest Group therapy provides its

mernbers with a safe, consistent environment to develop trust in others. There are a variety of groups

described in the literature. some groups are self-help in nature, others are led by trained therapists and

focus on various clinical issues and therapeutic processes and technigues.

All women who paficþated in the practicurn group were recovering from alcohol and substance

abuse as this was the criteria for acceptance into the agency's group teatrnent.
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working with adult survivors of sexual abuse. Their approach stresses that all incest must be

desexualized' The therapist should believe the woman's account of the incest experience and respond

with empattry. The therapist must know the details of the incæst, its dr¡ration, and frequørry, the client,s

age, the abuse/s identity and the eqount of force used. The therapeutic goals involve: (l) the therapist

establishing a commitnent with tbe client for involvement in the therapeutic process; (2) alleviating

shame about her experience; (3) zupporting her stengths; (4) providing a safe place where the client

can constn¡ctively express her feelings and angeç (5) to help the client identi$ and gain contol over

self-destr:ctive behavior¡r and (6) to increase the client's self-esteern ttrough improving her body image

and understancling ofhr.rnan sexual response. All specific tools a¡d techniques should be modiñed to fit

the needs ofthe survivor. Journal keeping and letter writing are two ûeatment tools. The journal helps

the s¡n¡ivor keep tack of her feelings towa¡ds the abuser or other family me¡nbers. Letter writing also

may give her the opportunity to express her feelings towa¡ds the abuser or other family mernbers,

although the letters are seldom sent. Books and reading materials on incest and se>nrality may decrease

the survivor's feelings of isolation. Many techniques can be used with a survivor: principles from

cogritive therapy are usefi¡l in conecting distortions, techniques from psychodrama and gestalt are

valuable in uncovering feelings and integrating incest experiences; photographs from the survivors'

childhoods can heþ release mønories; and/or hlpnosis may also help in uncovering rçressed material.

In terms of a therapis! the authors favour a fernale therapist because she can provide more effective

modelling.

Tsai and Wagner (t978) report on a series of ten groups n¡r for women who were sexually

molested as children. The goals of the groups were: the alleviation of sexual guilt and shame; and the

clarific¿tion ofthe ernoticnral and behaviorrral syrnptoms of the sexual abuse. Each group had fou¡ or five
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members and the sessions were led by a male and fernale co-therapist. Treatnent consisted of four

structu¡ed sessions; session one, grouP members described the sexual abuse in detail; sessions two and

th¡ee focused on how the sexuat abuse affected the women regarding their interpersonal relationships,

sexual fi¡nctioning, and feelings about thønselves, and session four dealt with individual stages of

recovery and ft¡her feelings of guilt and depression, negative self-image, isolation, mistust of men,

¿imculties in se>n¡al ñrnctioning and r¡nderdeveloped social skills. six months after tei¡rination of each

group, participants were mailed evaluation questionnaires. Of the seventy-nine percent retumed, it was

found that the most heþñrl aspect of the goups was "being able to share feelings with women who have

gone through similar experiences and could tnrly understand" G,.4zs).

C'onry (l 983) describ€s short-term stuctr¡ed groups for adult survivors of incest. Three groups

met for eight weekþ sessions for an hor:r and a half each. Each group member was to have an individual

therapist prior to entering the group. Techniques us€d in goups involved the women making a list of

symptoms children might experience when they were sexualþ abused. This list provided a vehicle for

the mernbers to discuss their past sessions tluee to seven involved the women discussing specific topics

including guilg dæressioq mistust of meq feelings of isolation, sexual dysñrnctioning, family of origin,

their children, substance abuse, eating disorders and shame. Past anempts at d.isclosure which had not

been believed were also discussed. At termination, an evaluation questionnaire was administered to

ensure accountability for fiürds. For group mønbers, this group proc€ss helped them overcome social

isolatioq lessened guilt and shame and increased self-esteem. Group members statd "The most herpful

Part was comparing experiences with one another and discovering how others learn to cope with their

problems' (p'302). 'The group helped me see I am a worthwhile person and have something to

c¡ntibute to others' (p.306). Gordy emphasized the need for a co-therapist due to the inûersity of the

issues discussed in group (p.306).
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Herrnan and SchaEow (1984) chronicle a series oftime limited groups for women with a history

of incest The groups consisted of ñve to six members who attended ten weekly sessions. The criteria

for gror'p selection was that the client not be in crisis or feel too anbivalent to be involved in the group

Process' All women had to be involved in established individual therapy sessions. The group sessions

focr¡sed on issues of gdq secr€cJr' shame, and isolation. The fi¡st six sessions dealt with goal definitions

idendfed by group mernbers. Sessions six to nine focused on achievement of goals, such as rehearsing

in got+ possible outcomes of disclosing to a fanily member or friends. cohesiveness increased when

the fær¡s was maintained on commonality of experience. Six months after group therapy, an evaluation

questionnabe was sent to the group members. Subjectively, members reported the most helpful

experience from got¡p was the contact with other incest victims. Additionally, g5% of victims reported

. increased self-esteem, 80% felt less isolated and7S%felt better able to protect thernselves.

Caroþ Cole (1985) rePortd on a six week stn¡ctr.¡red zuppor group. Each session lasted two

hours and was led by a female therapist. All group members attended a pre-group intake session with

the group leader and were givøt a literature packet discussing incesl These articles were feminist in

nature' Sessions one and two involved members sharing ttreir incest stories. The clients also specified

a goal they individually wished to work on and were given one another's phone numbers so they could

keç in contact during the week Sessions th¡ee and four involved the discussion of secrecy and isolation

in their lives. Session five focused on the impact of incest in their present life. Session six focused on

the inægration ofthe information of the past six weeks and saying goodbye to each other. An evaluation

was given to mernbers and alternatives zuch as individual tf,"r.py and assertiveness training were

rli$:ssed attermination Results indicated decreased social isolation, as many women made at least one

friend in the group and indiiated an increased ability to disclose to friends. The authors recommended

a co-therapist for the group and stressed the need for fernale therapists because, as it appears less
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threatening for women to tust other women than it is to trust men. The feminist literahue helped women

feel less victimÞed by the sexual abuse.

GoodmanandNowak-scibelli (1985) describe a time limited group of twelve weeks based on

Mann's (1973) brief teatnent model. Six to eight mernbeß were selected following individual screening

sessions. Screening eüminated women who were psychotic, suicidal or in crisis. The ground rules for

each session were: being in individual therapy; keeping conñdentiality; bring¡g any discussion they had

amongst themselves outside of group back to group ttre following week; and limiting thei¡ abssnces to

two sessions. Th¡ee assumptions by the therapists underlie the group model: (l) in any situation

involving sexual contact between an adult and child, the adult is responsible; (2) to hold the offender

accountable without scapegoating; and (3) to aclsrowledge the loyalty of the victim to her family. The

first phase of teatnent dealt with anxiety and fear of disclosure by ttre group. In the middle phase,

teatnent focr¡sed on the details of incest. The final phase often dealt with feelings of abandonment and

loss, by group mernbers. The authors state the tlpe of woman who benefits most Aom these groups is

one who is psychologically minded and has been in individuat therapy prior to group. pre and post

questionnahes were being developed for the group to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

Deighton and McPeek (1985) rçort on a rniçe group teatnent model for adult survivors that

"is grounded in the family therapy, theory, and techniques of Murray Bowen and James Framo, which

relates to familyof-origin issues in the teatment of young adults" 0r.405). Group heaknent emphasÞes:

(l) issues deåting with feelings of isolation that maintain the clie¡rt's victim status; (2) iszues facilitating

the client's r¡nderstancling of the generational problerns in child ""*i .b*"; and (3) issues dealing with

the client's position in and ernotional cutoff Êom the family of origin as a means of mastering adult

relationships. The group teatment goal was to coach clier¡ts to achieve a more fi.¡nctional relationship

with family members, to be less ernotionalþ reactive, and zubsequently, to be more objective and have
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more conEol over their own adult relationships with others. Membership in the group ranged from five

to seven persons Per grouP meeting. A male and female co-therapist were used to lead the group. The

groups averaged approximately thirty sessions before terrnination. Success was measured by group

members increasing their contacts with family of origin members and improvements in their marital

relationships and their relationships with their children.

Cole and Bamey (1987) present a grorp model for adult incest sr:rvivors that takes into account

many sr:wivors'e4periences with ryrrptoms of post-taumatic stess. They state survivors oscillate

between denial and intusive phases ofpost-taumatic stess, and that between the extremes of denial and

intrusive phases, one can postulate a "therapeutic window" (pp.6o2-603). This therapeutic window is

a zone where the survivors'symPtoms are sufrciently manageable to permit a reworking of taumatic

material' This allows the survivors to reintegrate material in a safe environment where tolerance limits

are understood. All group members go through screening procedures. Mernbers must not be in crisis

or be involved in cnrrent or recent zubstance abuse and have a reasonable social support network. All
group manbers must be in concurrent individuat therapy. Ground rules emphasize no sexual contact

betweer¡ mernb€rs, if a member wishes to leave group, she must come back to the group for one session

to discr¡ss her reasons for leaving wittr the ottrer group mernbers. Group members are ûee to contact each

other outside the sessions. The gorp uses regular check in and wrap up exercises every session. Group

members are givør a presentation describing post-taumatic stress and the therapeutic window.

Throughout the group, mernbers look at the role of riggers (rerninders of the incestuous eveat) that

precipitate sympfoms. Stategies r¡sed to heþ st¡n¡ivors deal with 
"*à,io* 

include grounding, the gestalt

emPty chair, phototherapy and working with the inner child. This analogy is used to help survivors

realize the emotions that they feel belong to a little child who was powerless to stop the abuse.
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Discussion

The review of gronp models for sn¡ivors of sexual abuse provided the student with information

regarding gror:p structue, clinical iszues, teatrnent approaches, tools and evaluation procedures for use.

in herpracticrur grorp. The student chose to implernent a close4 time focused group that would provide

the women with clear bounda¡ies æ well as the opportunity to bond and explore ttreir pasts knowing that

the intensity of ttre gor¡p experience would not last forever. This program provided sessional topics that

allowed the women to explore their iszues at a measured pace while identi$ing common survival tactics

and self-care strategies. The Women's Post Treatment Cente provided a closd time focused group that

the shrdent implemented A nr¡nber of tools were r¡sed in the practicum including identifying group goals,

reviewing famiþ photographs and relaxation exercises. The practicum's teatnent approach involved

a humanistic growth,/develoPment model using a feminist perspective. The use of this tlpe of model

allows for the examination of distorted beliefs and for the dissemination of information pertaining to the

long-term consequenc€s of sexual abuse. At termination of the group, th¡ee evaluation questionnaires

were given to the clients.
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CTIAPTER 4

METIIODS AND PROCEDTIRES

Obiectives

The pupose of this practicurn was the implementation and evaluation of a fou¡teen week group

Progam which would provide adults an opportunity to heal from their childhood sexual abuse. Thii

would be accomplished using a humanistic growth,/development model within a ferrinist perspective.

The primary focus of this practicum was to:

I ' Increase the women's awareness of the social and political factors that conbibuted to their

childhood sexual abuse and the resulting present problems;

2- Give permission and encor¡ragement to group mernbers for serf-care;

3. Develop and increase the women's interpersonal skills;

4. Explore the family and personal relationships of group members,

5' Provide the opportunity for personal growth and development through an educational and skill

building process; and

often the labelling ofbeing a victim takes over a woman's life. It is impofant for the woman,s

identity to move beyond this label. Dolan (1990) cites Trepper and Ba¡rett (l 9g9) who srate:

the abuse was not the only event in the adult suryivor's life, and all her existent

adulthæd behaviours are not a fimction of the abuse. Each of the clients systems must

be taken into account when developing a treatrnent pt- t.rt she be forcæd to remain

in the role of the victim, this time not of her father, but of the institution of therapy.

(P.2s)
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Dolan (1990) states to "add¡ess the client's teatment needs, therapy needs to include and strongly

emphasÞe an active utilization of the client's present life resources and images of fun¡re goals and

possibilities" (p.25). Most importantly,lhe woman needs to be rerrinded of the healthy productive areas

of her life' so her self-image is e4panded beyond her image of being a victim of sexual abuse.

The goals of tiris practicun were: to decre¿se the clients' depression, challenge distorted beliefs

and alleviate social isolation and alienation of group members. To accomplish this, it was esse¡rtial that

therapy take place in a safe environment where survivors could sha¡e their experiencæs with acceptance

and zupport from group members.

To increase self-esteem, survivors had to be educated about the causes and consequences of

childhood sexual abuse. They had to be helped to understand their behaviours were not pathological, but

were necessary for survival.

within the feminist perspective, the interpretation of some symptoms of psychological

distr¡ùance in women are viewed as survival tactics which can be "behaviou¡ and attitudes developed in

order to exercise power indirectly and 
"*r"r, anger covefly" (Sturdivan! 19g0, p. 124). kr therapy

women must leam to let go of self-destn¡ctive and self-defeating behaviour (eg. self-mutilation" substance

abuse) and develop new coping strategies. These can be increased by having survivors focus on their

personal strengths and by receiving reassurances from group members regarding their personal value,

uniqueness and ability for growth and change.

To decrease depression, the abused child may be experientially brought into treatnent. The

s:n¡ivon is encouraged to reconnect with the child and sha¡e the child's feelings of guilt, anger and shame.

The go¡¡p s.pports ttre srrvivor, atlowing the child's feclings to be validated by the adult, while allowing

the adult to grieve what is losl Being a survivor of incest involves loss: loss of security; loss of self; loss

of childhood; and often loss of family. The survivors may feel cheated and deprived. This is ofren
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eryressed through anger and grief. Grief is a natural process leading to healing. The su¡vivor needs to

be given permission to grieve.

Anger may be eïperienced as an overutelming ønotion Sun¡ivors need support for having this

intense e'motion- They need to be taught the difference between internalizing anger towards thernselves

and e*ernalizing their anger towards the incest experience. Survivors need to underst¿nd this e,rnotion,

and to lea¡n constructive methods of expressing it.

To decrease depression, survivors must be educated regarding the social, psychological and

sexual development of the chitd. Guilt can be alleviated by providing survivors with i¡¡formation

regarding human sexual responses, thereby providing a means for self-acceptance and knowledge to

improve body image. Furthermore, by returning the responsibility for the inc¿st to the abuser and by

forgrving themselves and others in the group, survivors decrease feelings ofguilt and depression and

increase feelings of well-being.

To challenge distorted beliefs, survivors are encouraged to examine family nrles and messages

that serve to reinforce the incest and abnegate their experien"... f"-ity r,rtes may include: don,t feel -

do not show your feelings especially angeç deny what is really happening - disbelieve your own senses -

lie to yourself be in contol at all times; don't trust yourself or anyone else; keç the secret - it will not be

believed, nobody will believe or help you; be ashamed of yourself - you are to blame for everything

(courtois, 1988, p.45). Sun¡ivors are fi¡rther challenged to examine their beließ because (Jehq Klassen

& Gazar¡ 1986)

if beliefs are distorted or unrealistic, then feeling, -d ""tio* are likely to be

distressing and inappropriate. To correct distorted beliefs, survivors must (a)

become aware of their beliefs; (b) recognize any distortions they contain and (c) to

substitute more accurate beliefs. (p.50)
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Examples of distorted thinking include aII or nothing thinking which involves survivors evaluating

thernselves in an e:<treme category zuch as: being totally ugly or absolutely beautiful þ.51) or mental

frltering, which refers to a tendency to pick out a negative detail in any sin-ration and to dwell on it

excltsiveþ (p'58). Thus the whole sihution is perceived as negative and anything positive is filtered out

or so personalized that it involves survivors assuming responsibility for events that are not their fault

(p'59)' To correct these distorted beliefs, survivors can be helped by providing informatiog logical

anaþsis of wents and beüeß, decatastophizing events and distancing, which refers to survivors shifting

fom a subjective to an objectiræ perception of their beliefs. once family myths and distorted beliefs a¡e

understoo4 survivors may separate these beliefs and myths from facts, restucture thei¡ ideas about

themselves and view themselves more positively.

To alleviaæ social isolation urd alienatior¡ srwivors are encouaged to identi$ with other group

members' Most survivors lack' or grow up with either no information or misinformation regarding

relationstrips. These su¡n¡ivors need education regarding communication skills, decision making, conflict

resolution, boundary setting as well as thei¡ own rights in social relationships. In addition" they need

øtcouragernent to examine their beliefs and behaviou¡s in relationships. They need support to learn how

to ûust thernselves and others.

Discussion

The purpose of the practicum was to provide group teatnørt to women who were e4periencing

many of the long term cÐnsequences of sexual abuse. This was accomplished within a feminist

perçective that ernphasized examining the political and social factors that contributed to the abuse and

continued to influence the lives of the women. The goals of the practicum sterûDed from the long term

consequences of sexual abuse' Three goals were chose¡L (decreasing dçression, alleviating social

isolation and alienation and diqputing distorted beliefs), because of the ability to measure changes in the
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group memhs mds and belief systems over the time of the teatnent program. This was attained by

the use of the Beck Depression lnventory, the Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale (Short Form) and the

Belieflnventory. The practicum's format included sessional topics, group exercises and handouts which

allowed group memb€rs to exanine their beließ about thernselves, their relationships, farnily rules, anger

and the position of women in society. Throughout the practicum the expression of emotion was

encouraged by the group facilitators.

Rationate

The rationale and advantages of group treatnent are many, but perhaps most importantly, it

allows for the breaking of secrecS¿ isolation urd stigma resulting from the sexual abuse. ln group therapy,

survivors can start experiencing themselves as usefü to other people. Group experience promotes the

experimce of being able to help oneself and others. The following advantages of group teatnent are

arlaPted ûom Courtois (1988). Group therapy allows survivors to identi$ with other group members and

to recognÞe the commonalities of their experiences. Group therapy with other survivors can challenge

an individual's poor self image. A survivor may believe she and other survivors are damaged goods but

then she meets and discover sun¡ivors looking and acting as normal people. As group cohesion and tnst

develop over time, sn¡ivors "often develop a sense of pride in themselves and other survivors for having

gotten through the abuse and for their work at its resolution" (p.246).

Group therapy serves to raise members'conscior¡v¡ess about inces! assisting them in developing

a more social, cultr¡ral and political perçective on incest. Group problerns of "low self-esteen¡ gurlt,

addictive and selfdeskuctive betraviour, dissociative responses and problems with intimacy and sexuality

are viewed less as personal deficib and more as co¡nmon reactive to incestn (Coufois, p.246).

Group tirerapy helps break the secrecy, isolation and stigma of incest. Attending an incest group

is a public acknowledgønent of abuse as well ss an act of disclosu¡e. Group attendance and disclosure

often makes it easier for the sr¡n¡ivcr to discuss the incest with her partner, spouse, other family members
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and or close friends' Preparation and rehearsal for d.isclosu¡e, along with possible outcomes can be

undertaken in the group' "whether outside disclosu¡es go well or no! the group provides support and

processing for the survivor' (Courtois, p.2al.

Group therapy provides its members with a safe environment to develop trust in others. It
provides a practice environment for survivors to learn new ways of comrnunicating and problern-solving

not available in theh family of origin' some members need to learn how to ask for attention for

themselves and to have their preferances taken seriously. Positive e¡notions may be as difrcult to express

as negative ernotions. The task of the group is to elicit reÐonses from one another so that the member

who is sharing, can feel the full e)Íent of the recognition.

Group therapy allows for the breaking tirough of denial and the expression of feelings. The

disclosures of some members enables others to focus on aspects of their abuse which were previously

unavailable to them due to thei¡ defence mechanisms. The group setting offers an envi¡onment for

eploring and gieving the multiple losses from incest. Sessions can be devoted to feeling angry and sad

with group members comforting one another.

Group therapy challenges the distorted childhood rules and messages. Incest families have

boundaries which a¡e too rigid or too penneable. As a rezult of the lack of clea¡ boundaries, survivors

have difüculties with individuaiization and separation. survivors learn to approach the world as a

continuou double'bind in which tireirresponses are not effective. survivors in group therapy are helped

Ûo leam how to identiff and how to extricate themselves from double-bind situations and to avoid setting

up similar situations in the futr¡re. The task of group therapy is then to help survivors identi$ these

leamed paüerns of interaction and to otrr opporhmities to sr¡rvivors for self-development as they separate

from their family of origin.

Group therapyPresents an oPpornrnity for therapists to observe survivors,interactional patterns

and defence mechanisrns while sunivors are engaged with other group mernbers. Survivors'interaction
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and communication patterns closely parallel those they have learned in their family of origin. some

Patterns may include their own victimization or the victimization of others while others may highlight how

s¡n¡ivors set themselves apart tom their peers. sundvors may exhibit patterns ranging from over-control

and ca¡etaking (puning the needs of others first) to under-control and withdrawal (never asking or

expecting anything from anyone). Group ttrerapy allows members to practice new behaviour pattems

within the group.

There has been much discussion in ttre literah¡re regarding ttre lengrh of time needed to run an

effective group proSram. courtois (1980) cites Mann and Sprei. Mann (1g73) developed a brief

teatnentmodel where he states ntwelve teaunent sessions is probably the minimal time required for a

series of dynamic events to develop, flourish and be available for discussion, examination and resolution,,

(p'250). Sprei (1986) states time limited groups ofer the following advantages:

(l )' They make it easier for members who a¡e only willing to make a time-limited commitment to

treatment.

(2). They promote goal-orieared work.

(3)' They focrs attention on common themes of sexual abuse and in doing so minimize the focus on

interpersonal relations within the group.

(4) They limit the level of anxiety experienced by a suwivor considering joining the group.

(5). They deliberately decrease the lever ofdepandency survivors can develop.

(6). They provide a hopefi.rl, optimistic outlook for survivors.

(7)' They encourage bonding and minimize resistance to sharing by virtue of the time limit.

(8)' They provide a clear structure during the intense and disorganizing aÐects of treatment.

(9)' They enconrage the ønergmce offeelings and issues that can be further explained in individual

and long-term group ûeatment.

(10)' They fit the needs and organizational structu¡e of most sexual assault centers, mental health
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c€nters and other crisis service agencies. (p.250)

A fi¡ther ratior¡ale for grorp heaûnent can be taken from the many comments of support voiced

by incest survivors who have attended goup programs. Gordy (l 983) reports incest survivors stated

"The counselling group showed me fhat I could change the way I arn It atso helped me see I am a

worthwhile person and have something to contribute to othersn (p.306).

Herman and SchaEow (19g4) found incest survivors stated

It helped most to know I wa.srt alone." "since being in the group I have thought about

the other members of the group at reast every day in gening perspective on my life,

(P'613). 'Ifeel like I've come out of a fog where I felt alone, and now I,m an integral

part of the human race. (p.614)

Procedures

Settinø

The group treatment progam was conducted at the women's post Treaûnent Centre. The

centre was founded in 1985 to provide services to women u¡ho have had treatment for addiction problems

and who need to resolve issues stemming from ttre long term effects of childhood sexral abuse. The

second objective ofthe cente is to address the issue ofsocietal denial ofthe seriousness and prevalence

of childhood sexual abuse. The women's Post Treatment centre offers individual and group therapy to

women who have had Ûeatment for addiction (including family and/or co-dependency) and whose

recovery is blocked by issues sternming from tireir childhood sexual abuse.

This agency was approached by the student for the setting of the group treatment program

because of its feminist approach to therapy and the knowledge and expertise of the staffin teatment of
adult women wtro were sexualþ abused during childhood. The facilities also had the appropriate space

to hold group sessions and was easily accessible by foo! bus and car.
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Tine

The time that the group sessions were held was det€rmined by the availability of the agency staff

úo provide supervision' co-le¿derstrip and zupport to the student. Fourteen group sessions were held once

a week on a Thursday morning. The sessions were two and a half hours long with a ten minute break.

A thirty minute de-briefing session was held for the student by an agency therapist after each group

session The student and agency therapists also consulted within the sessions during the group break to

determine if a change in focus was needed during the session. A one hour pre-group planning and

consulting session was held each Monday prior to the Thrusday moming group to determine the focus,

objectives and activities of each group session. The student took responsibility for plaruring each group

session. Clients accepted for the group treahnent program were screened as to their availability to attend

Thursday morning sessions.

Theranists

During the group progam, two therapists led each session. The therapists were the MSW

student and one of two therapists chosen by the agency to assist the student in co-leading the group. Two

agency th€rapists were chosen as one therapist was not available to co-lead the student's practicum group

throughout the months ofJune, July and August 1992, due to the agency's scheduled annual holidays.

The advantages to the group and the student of having two co-facilitators from the agency was that it

allowed the gror¡p and the shrdent to be exposed to two styles and philosophies of group leadership. The

choice of fernale therapists was based on the feminist beliefs that female therapists prevent the re-

enactment of taditional male/female gender roles and provide positive role models for women who a¡e

suffering from the long term consequences ofchildhood sexual abuse.

Size

The size of a group dealing with the iszues of childhood sexual abuse needs to be carefrrlly

determined Too fewmembers mayplace rmdue pressure on women to disclose their feelings and./or their
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fears in their experiencæ of sexual abuse, before they are ready for this þe of public disclosu¡e. Too

mariy group mernbers may inhibitsome women from participating in the group sessions. Furthermore,

if some group members decide not to participate, women who have been open about their experiences

møybecome ashamed and stop participating in the sessions. All these factors must be considered by the

therapist when deciding on the size of the group. The therapist must be sensitive to the women,s needs

for safety and consistency in the group process, so they can listen and participate in sessions at a

comfofable personal level.

Given these considerations, eight women were selected for the group program. Based on reports

from the literature and the agency's süafs experience, it was expected that the group could anticipate

ùopouts for a variety of reasons. These dropouts may happen due to prønature disclosures of feelings

before enough trust and confidencæ in the groups process has occurred.

During the assess¡nent procedure, nine women were interviewed and accepted for the group.

Three women who attended Sroup were referred to the group program by their individual therapists at

the women's Posi Treatment cente. six women who were contacted were on the agørcy's waiting rist

for group treat¡nent. one woman chose not to attend the group sessions. It appeared to the student

therapist tlrat this woman was only beginning to shop around for help in this area of her life. At this time

she was still in the process of recovering ûom a long history of zubstance abuse, as well as having just

begun educational upgrading. she did not appear to be ready to become involved in ñuther therapy, or

to have the time necessary to devote to the process.

Individual Treatment

Both the student and the agency preferred that all the women in the group have an individual

therapist' as this offers additional support to the group members in processing the sessions. However,

not all the women selected for group were involved in individuat therapy sessions. During the group

progranL all women who requested individual therapy were immediately accepted for sessions by the staff
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at the wc¡men's Post TreaEnent c€nte. All gronp members were also offered the opportunity to continue

with individual therapy at the Womm's Post Treaûnent Cente aÍer the group program ended.

All the lryomen who attended the program had previous experience in a group because each,

mernber had been involved in an alcohol or drug teatrnent prograrn prior to contacting Women,s post

Treatnent Centeforttraapy. Theprior group experience allowed some women to become comfortable

with the group process; however for others, who had been intimidated or hurt by previous group worlq

it ofren made them hold back'ntil they reahzúthey were safe in the group.

I)iscussion

The rational for group teaÛnent is well sr:pported by the literature (Cole, I 9g3; Courtois, I 9gg).

The setting for the practicum provided the student with zupervision and zupporl The agency's

perspective on teaünent verified the student's belief in feminist social work practice. The agency

allowed for a time focused group co-led by female therapists. It provided the student with access to

cüents who were sun¡ivors of sex¡al abuse. As well as time and space to implernent her practicum group.

The size of the group was based on the literatue (courtois, 1988) and the agency's recommendations that

six to eight lryomen would allow for the reasonable development of safety and cohesion within a group

progam' Both the agency and the student ørcouraged concurrent individual therapy while the women

attended the student's practicum group. Again this provided the women with additional help in

processing their experiences while enhancing their stengths and coping abilities.
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CHAPTERS

ASSESSIITENT PRO CEDURES

Client Selection

Due to the variability of the effects of the long term consequences of sexual abuse, most

therapists employ a Pregroup interview to àssess the client's fi:nctioning prior to participation. Group

particþation is not advisable for all women. A group mernber must be able to deal with group process

and content' The focus of the intake interview is to assess the woman's suitability to engage in a group

therapy prograrn cole and Bamey (l 987) and courtois ( I 988) emphasize the factors to consider are the

client's motivation' interpersonal skills, needs, current life circumstances and ability to ca¡e for herself.

current lirerahre (core & Barney, 19g7, Goodman & Nowak - scibelri, r9g5; Herman &

Schatzow, 1984) suggests various factors that conraindicate group participation. These factors a¡e:

denial that the incest took place; inability to discuss the incest without severe anxiety; d.issociative or

depressive reactions; lack of motivation for change; extreme substance abuse; active suicidal behaviour;

acute crisis in present life and sufering from a multiple personality d.isorder.

Briere(l 989) states he:

has no quarrel with any of these exclusion criteria per sen, but states many of the

"screeriingpararnet€rs are similarlo the major long-term effects of sexual abuse... and

taken to their extrerne, these criteria might successfirlly screen out most victims of

severe abnse, leaving only those with less need for teatment'(p.144). He states from

" his perspective, group screening criteria shoutd be seen as advisory, as opposed to

mandatory. (pp.taa-l45)

Many survivors need to complete individual therapyprior to joining group. Some incest victims

may nwer be able to tolerate a grorp experience. Therefore, the following criteria were then established
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for participation in the sexual abuse group:

l) The ability to relate to others.

2) The ability to make a commiùnent for thirteen weeks and to keep appointrnents

3) The overt expression ofinterest in attending group therapy for incest teatrnent.

4) Intellectual acc€ptanc€ ofthe abuse.

5) The ability to talk abour the abuse at a minimal level.

6) The ability to negotiate or articulate goals and expectations of group rreatment.

7) Not to be in personal crisis.

8) Not to be currently involved in severe substance abuse.

Assessment fnterriew

During the assessment period, one intake inteniew was held for each woman who was

interested in participating in the group. This interview determined the woman,s eligibility for group

membership' The focus of the inten¡iew was the woman's personal stability, reasons for joining the group

and cnmmitment to a group treatment Process. Prior to the interview the client was informed that brief
demographic information would be taken and then each client was asked if her assessment interview

could be audiotaped' Each women then gave her consent to the audiotaping of the intake interview. At
this time' the client was also informed that the interviewer was a student completing her Msw program

who wot¡ld be videotaping all Srow sessions for educational purposes. This provided an opportunity for

each woman to discr¡ss her feelings regarding this process. The interview also allowed the women to ask

questions regarding the structure of the group, the format of sessions, group size, expectations of group

members and the personal and professional backgrounds of the therapists. some clients were interested

in whether the interviewer or the otl¡er group therapists had been sexua.uy abused as children. They were

informed that the interviewer had not been sexually abused as a child and that lhey could ask the other

group therapists this question in the ftnue.
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The c[ents' inquiries about the therapist's background ofsexual abuse, often originated from

the clients' beliefs that only another woman who had been sexually abused could understand and help

them deal with theirP€rsonal issr¡æ. The clients were reassured that a therapist who had not experienced

childhood semal abr¡se could help them process their feelings and in no way would their e4perience be

diminished by the lack of personal e4perience by the therapist. The fear of not being understood or

accepted by others is overwhel¡ning to victims of sexual abuse. A therapist must reach out to the clients

to bridge the fear ofrejecticm and help creaæ with the women a safe environment where lheir experiences

can be explored and ackrowledged.

When the fi¡st half of the interview was completed, the clients took a te¡ minute break before

rehrning to the assessment proc€duxe, and at this point were asked to complete three pre-group measures.

These me¿st¡¡es were the Belief krvørtory, (Jehu, Klassen & Gaza+ t gg5/l 9g6), The Beck Depression

Inventory, @eclq l97s) and the Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale - Short Form, (Russell, peplau &
Catrona, 1980)' They were also asked to complete a consent form for the audio/vizual taping and a

consent form to participate in the student's practicum project. The clients were reassured that all

information givør to the student and collected during the group teatment prograrn would be kept

confidential.

Measures

Three standard measures were used to evaluate levels of dçression, loneliness and distorted

beließ' The me¿s¡¡es were the Beck Depression Invørtory, the Revised ucLA Loneliness scale (Short

Form) and the Belief Iaventory' A client satisfaction questionnaire, a group evaluation measure and the

Women's Post Treatment Feedback form were administered at termination of group therapy.

Beck Deoression Inventory IBDI)

TheBeckDepression Inventory (BDI) is a 2l itern test which measures the presence and degree

ofdepression in adolescer¡ls a¡rd adutts. Itwas developed by Aaron T. Beck M.D. The original BDI was
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published in 196l' the revised 2l item BDI was published i" rgzg. Each of the inventory items

corresponds to a specific category of depressive symptoms and/or anitude. Each category describes a

specific behavioural manifestation of depression and consists of a graded series of four evaluative

statements' The statements are rarùe4 ordered and weighed to reflect the range and severity of the

symptomsfomner:tal to maximum severity. Numerical values ofzero, one, two, th¡ee are assigred to

each statement to indicate degree of severity. The 21 ite¡ns measure the following q¡mptoms and

attitudes: l' sadness 2' Pessimisrn¡Discouragement 3. sense ofFailure 4. Dissatisfaction 5. Guilt 6.

E4pectation of Punishment 7. Self-Dislike 8. self-Accusation 9. Suicidal Idearion 10. Crying tI.
Irritability 12' sociallvittrdrawal 13. Indecisiveness 14. BodylmageDistortion 15. workRetardation

16' ksomnia 17' Fatigue ability 18. Anorexia 19. weight Loss 20. somatic preoccupation 21. Loss

of Libido.

Studies on the BDI reliabilig were conducted using test results ûom psychiatic outpatients.

Test-retest reliability has been studied in the case of 38 patients who were given the BDI on nvo

occasions (Bech I 970)' changes in the BDI scores tørded to parallel changes in clinical readings of the

depth of depression" indicating a consistent relationship between BDI scores and the patiørt,s clinical

states' The reliabili$ scores were above .90. Item analysis demonstrated a positive cor¡elation between

each item and the BDI total score with correlations sigrrificant at the .001 level. I¡ternal consistency

studies strowed a correlation coeficient of .86 for test iterns. The spearman-Brown correlation coefficient

for reliability was '93. content validity is high as the BDI evaluates a variety of symptoms of depression.

concunent validi$ studies have beefi completed by Elumberg, oliver and Mcclure (l g7g) dernonstated

a c¡rrelation of '77 between the inventory and psychiatric ratings, using university students as subject.

Beck ( I 970) reporrs a correlation of .?5 between the BDI and rhe MMpI scale.

The BDI is simple to administer and take. The reading level is at an eighth grade standard.

Subjects are asked to read each group of latements and select the statement from each group which best
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describ€s u/hat they have been feeling over the past weeh including the day of administation of the test.

If several statements in the group seem to equalþ apply, zubjects a¡e asked to circle each staternent they

believe fits them. The score i5 sþtained by taking the number of points for all items. The following

guidelines a¡e used: 0-9 Normal range; l0- I 5 Mild Dçression; 16- I 9 Mild-Moderate Depression; 20-

29 Moderate-severeDepressioa 30-36 SevereDepression. A score of 2l or above is the recom¡nended

cut offindicating a clinically sienificant level of depression @eck & Beamesderfe r,1974).

Belief Inventorv

The Belief Inventory was developed by Jehu, Klassen and Gazan and rçorted in their a¡ticle

"Cognitive Restructuring of Distorted Beliefs Associated with childhood sexual Abuse", (l9gs/19g6,

pp'4969)' The Belief Lrventory is a measr¡e of distorted beüefs associated with childhood sexual abuse.

The seventeeri iterns on the Beliefkrventory address distorted beliefs that contribute to mood dish¡¡bances

such as guilt, low self-esteem and sadness.

The test-retest reliability of this instrunerit was obtained ûom the responses of twenty-

five previously sexually abused women over an interval of one week during their

initial assessmenl The pearson correlation was .93, pl.Ool, a very high level of

reliability. The inventory has face validity and because ofthe alleged association

between the distorted beliefs and mood dishrbances one might expect it to have

reasonable concurrent validity with the Beck Dçression Inventory. This was

supported by a Pearson corretation of .55, pl.o0l, between the scores of 25

previousþ sexrally abused women on the two instruments. (Jehu, Klassen & Gazan,

1985/1986)

The reçonse categories on the sarenteen itenL five point Likert scale are 0 - Absolutely Untrue:

I - Mostly Untrue;2 - Partly True, Pafly Untue;3 - Mostly True and 4 - Absolutely True. The total .

score is derived by adding the scores for each item. Clients with a score of f¡freen or more would be
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considered to have clinically sigrificant levels of distorted beliefs.

The Revised U.C.Lá,. I¡neliness Scale (Short Form)

Sincæ one of the outcomes of the group intervørtion was to decrease feelings of loneliness, a

meas¡e was needed to record this emotion. The four itern short form of the Revised UCLA Loneliness

Scale (Russell, Pçlau & Caton4 1980) was used for this purpose. It is a four itøn Likert type

unidimensional, self'rçort mertsure of cr:¡rent degrees of loneliness. The scale contains an optimal

subset of the longer RULS. The loneliness scale was developed sytematically (Russell, peplau &

Ferguson, 1978) revised and validated (Russell, et al, 1980) and is one of the most extensively used

measures of loneliness' The scale possesses excellent internal consistenry (Cronbach alpha = .94).

Several studies have demonstrated the concu¡rent validity of the scale including comparisons with such

variables as loneliness, selÊlabelling, self-selection into a loneliness clinic, dating frequørtly, romantic

involvement rating by others and relevant emotional states such as arxiety, and depression. Despite

substantial correlations between related variables such as affliation tendency, there is evidence

supPorting the discriminate validi$ of the scale @ussell, et at, 1980; Weeks, Michel4 peplau & Brafi

1980)' Responses to the UCLA have been shown to be intemally reliable over time and essentially

un¡elated to gmder and social desirabilig @orys & Perlmar¡ 1985; Russell, et al, l9g0). The short form

has no clinical cut-off score providd but norms are provided for various age groups @ussell, I 9g2).

Theûotalscoreonthescaleisthes¡mofallfor¡items. Items 1,4,5,6,9, lo, 15, 16, lg,20onthelong

form are reversed when scoring the scale rezults (ie I = 4,2= 3, I = 2,4 = l). Items I and 15 appear

on the short form and a¡e also reversed when scoring the resutts on the short form ofthe scale.

Clicnt Satisfaction Ouestionnaire ICSO)

The Client Satisfaction Questionnùe was developed by Larson, Attikinson, Hargreaves and

Nguyen (1979). The CSQ is an eight item measure which is easily adminisrered and scored. The
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measure has a high degree of internal consistency with a Coeffcient alpha of .93. h other words, the

eight it€ms provide a homogeneous estimate of general satisfaction with services. The measure is used

at the termination of group therapy to allow clients to evaluate the keatnent program.

Research l)esisn

One Groun Pre.test Post-test Desisn

The resea¡ch desip used for the group progrâm was the on" foup pre-test-post-test desip

(cook & carqpbe[ t 979)' This quasi+xperimental desigr was used to evaluate data collected from the

BeckDçression Inventory, theRevised UCLA l¡neliness Scale (Short Form) and the Belief Inventory.

The results were compiled, analyzed and discussed to examine diferences between pre and post

intervention Atthough this is not an ideal resea¡ch design, it did meet the requirements set down by the

student to evaluate the group teåùnent of the adult survivors of sexual abuse. Threats to internal validity

included history maturation, testing, instrumentation and staûstical regression. Tb¡eats to history and

matr¡ation were reduced by observation and taking information from group mernbers regarding events

in theirpersonal lives. Testing effects were reduced by the limited numbers of times the questionnaires

were administered and the amount of time between the pre and post testing (three months). As group

members were not randomly assigned, rezults from the group intervention did not meet the criteria for

generalization of other sexual abuse survivors.
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CITAPTER 6

TITEWOMEN

In this chapter the student will provide a $unmary of the demographic cha¡acteristics and the

Iong term consequences ofthe sexual abuse for each group member.

The eight women who commenced group teaünent ranged in age from 23 to 42. six of these

women were divorc¿d' one was married and one was involved in a lesbian relationship. seven women

had children Three women had completed a grade l2 educatior¡ one had graduated from university, one

had post-secondary professional taining, one was auending university and two were planning to enrol

in an academic upgrading program. AII of the women were caucasian and had been brought up in

christian denominations. one women was employed in a professional occupation, one in a managerial

positioq one employed part-time, one unemployed due to illness and th¡ee women were unønployed and

supported by provincial social assistance.

In general, all the women came ftom families of origin where verbal, physical and sexual abuse

was the nonn The family characteristics involved: social isolation; alcohol abuse; male zuprernacy; role

reversals; and multiple victimizations. Th¡ee women were abused by their fathers, one woman by her

father as well as a neighbour. One woman was abused by her cousin a¡rd father. one woman was abused

by her grandfather and older brother, and another women by her stç-father. In addition to being abused

by male caretakers at a boarding school, one ìryoman was victimized by another women.

The long tenn consequences of the sen¡al abuse were srikingly similar for each of the women.

In this sectiorL the student will present a brief zummary of the effects of the sexual abuse for each group

member. To protect confidentiality neither names nor pseudonyms have been used:
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Client t

Client became sexually promiscuous during her adolescence. She ma¡ried a man who was

physically, verbally and emotionally abusive. She is extranely fearful about being a¡ound men; but only

has a few femate friends as she believes women can be more hurffi¡l than men. client I has low self-

esteerq ofren feels anraged and srffers from generalÞed anxiety and aequent periods of dçression. she

is ofren frightened of leaving her child with a babysitter and feels isolated and tapped in her social

situation' she joined the group hoping to learn how to clariS and maintain her boundaries when she is

with otherpeople.

Client 2

client 2 likes to be e)ûerneþ busy to keep her mind offher personal needs and often spends l6
to 17 hours a day working. At times she has been unable to slow down and has wondered if she maþe

having a manic çisode' client 2 is a recovering alcoholic, suffers ûom infertility and has had aequent

periods of depression' she has been unable to maintain a long term relationship and has become

promiscuous, an8try and cynical. She is cut offfrom her feelings and her ability to trust others. She is

frequently victimized by men.

Client 3

client 3 does not tnst people, especially helping professionals. She is hypervigilant, wary and

tests peoples limits' she is an extremely angy woman, but is unable to express her rage. she has a

history of dçressive episodes, suicide attønpts and hospitalizations. she has poor parenting skills and

a hisory ofdnrg and alcohol abuse. she is needy. she has low self esteem and is often re-victimized in

relationships' she craves attention and wants to be recogrÞed by others, but lacks the social skills to get

her needs mel
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Client 4

client 4 describes herself as a recovering alcoholic. she has had periods of depression and

sleep distrubancæs' she describes herselfas an enabler, a care-taker and a fixer in relationships. she

over-values men and disparages women. she intellectualizes all situations and is unable to e¡press her

f"elings' she has had frequent çisodes ofdissociation she has few childhood memories. she is an avid

reader' but has been r'¡nable to read any material on sex¡al abuse without becoming frightene4 agitate<l

and ernotionally shuning down.

Client 5

client 5 h¿s erysrienced many ¡liffiç¡t¡¡es. she has a history of drug and alcohol abuse. she has

poor parørting skills and admits to period of self-hate and loathing. she became a prostitute at age I l.
In her adult relationships she has repeated a rycle of physical abuse. she is aware of her behaviour as

an abuser' but is unable to give up her sense of power, conEol and manipulation with her partner. she

states she does not reçect other women and she is ofren fearñrl that they will misunderstand her and hurt

her.

Client 6

client 6 describes herself as a recovering alcoholic. During the five months prior to group, she

had been withdrawing Êom others. she had been experiencing flashbacks and periods ofdissociation

which she described as feeling confi¡sed, forgeú.rl, and numb. she has experiørced recent sexual

rliffculties with her partner and periods of depression and sleç disnubances. she has become tired 9f
the pain and wishes it would stop. She would like to get on with her life, but the flashbacks and the shock

of these memories has enraged her.
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Client 7

client 7 has a history ofdnrg and alcohol abuse. she has a history ofdepressive episodes and

suicide attempts' she is often re'victimÞed in her presørt relationships and has experienced intense

feelings of rage' The continuing fear of conÊonting the iszues of her betayal and abandonment by her

family has kept her looking for avenues to escape her pain. Addressing the issues of gurlt, shame and

rebuilding trusting relationships are paramount in her recover from her sexual abuse.

Client I

client 8 srppressed the abuse for many years. She began to experience flashbacks three years

ago' she is a people pleaser and has been ru¡able to set realistic boundaries for herself. she has been

victimized in her personal relationships. she is frightened of her anger and rage. she has intellectualized

her abuse and is uable to get in touch with her pain and sadness. she is frightened about being out of
control and losing her identity if she shares her feeling with others.
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TREATMENTPROCEDURES

Introduction

As previously discusse4 the objectives ofthe group intervention program were to challenge

distortd belids' deq€ase depression and alleviate the sociat isolation of group membe¡s. The objectives

ofthe group were to decrease and/or alleviate these probløns, in a measurable way. These changes can

be evaluated by standa¡d measr¡res (Beck et al, l96l; Jehu, Gazan &Klassen, I ggg; Russell et al, l9g0).

Furthermore, it was felt that the alleviation of one problem would interact with the alleviation of another

problern Ð r¡sing cogritive therapy to restructure the women's negative beliefs about their culpability

in the sexual assaults, it was hoped their feelings of depression would also decrease. The anticipated

results would be that the women would become more frank and receptive to one another,s sensitivities.

This would then reduce their feelings of social isolation.

The stategy determined by the student for achieving the stated goals was the implernentation

of the women's Post Treaûnent centre group teaûnent program using a humanistic

growth/developmental model within a ferninist perspective and a variety of therapeutic tools.

Humanistic Growth/Develonment Model

This model advocates that women must examine social roles and then choose whether these

roles reflect their penonal needs and lifestyles. sturdivant (1980) proposed a growthy'development model

for feminist therapy stating personal ar¡d social change, not adjustnent to social norms is the goal of

feminist therapy' sturdivant's model reflects the concept of feminist humanism which is the positive

belief in the c4acity ofwomen to self-actualize based on their own self-knowledge and human potential.
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'üy'omen who were sexually abused as children often have negative beliefs about themselves,

men, other women and society, and it is these negative beliefs that contribute to feelings of guilt,

de'pressioq low self-worth and social isolation. The humanistic growth,/development model emphasizes

growth and development þond the long term consequences of sexual abuse. It emphasizes that human

beings sbive üo create meaning from their experiences. By focusing on social and political factors that

contribute to women's personal problems; this model provides infonnation to women disputing their

beließ ofpersonal blame for the sexual assaults. The growth development model provides a vehicle for

a re-socialization process in group therapy by:

l ' Release. This is a release ofthose feelings--anger, fear, guilt, and afection, that tend to block

effective social task performance if not openly expressed and rurburdened, preferably in the

Presence of others who a¡e in comparable situations and can thus appreciate and respond to

these expressions.

2' Support This is a receiving of acceptance and affection through tanslated into achievement,

which encourages the tapping of ñrrther strengths, with a resultant gain in self-esteem.

3' Reality orientation. Through seeing others in similar situations, seeing how they handle

themselves, and seeing how others see oneself, each member can gain a clearer orientation to

his own behaviour among peers.

4' Self-reappraisal. This involves anaining from all ofthe above a clearer perspective on oneself

and others' new options for handling situations, increased ability to make judgements, and 
.a

mcrrercçonsible taking hold of one's own life in relation to the reasors for being in the group.

(Tropp, 1976,p.2t3)

It is anticipated that the re-socialization process begun in group will continue to be used by

group members to evaluate their lives' experiences afrer the group's termination. Furthermore, the
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cognitive restuctr:ring ofbasic ideas about onæe[ other women and society should continue to rei¡force

the women's feelings of power, competence and autonomy.

Group Structure

Adhering to feminist beliefs the group sessions were structured and time limited. Therapists

wtrobavewo'rkedwith female victims of childhood sexual abuse advocate time limited groups. Herman

and SchaEow (1934) give three reasons for time limited therapy:

l) The time limit works to facilitate bonding and diminish the women's resistance to sharing

emotionally important material.

2) The time limit offers sût¡ch¡re within which regressive aspects of teatnent could be c¿ntained.

3) The time limit pennits a concentrated focus on the the¡ne of sexual abuse with a minimum of

distractions. (p.5)

sÛuctured group sessions help provide a safe atmosphere for group members to e¡plore their

issues and concerns. Ìrdany therapists who have conducted group therapy sessions for women who have

been sexually abused' advocate the importance of structure for this client population. These therapists

contend that str¡ch¡re and bounda¡ies are essential for this client group because chaos and uncertainty has

been the lifestyle most sexually abused women have known (cole, l9g5; Courtois & Leehan l9g2;

Goodman & Nowak-scibelli, 1985; Herman & SchaEow, 1984). The format was designed to have group

sessions lasting two hours with a ten minute break between check in and the commencement of the

sessions weekly topic. Midway tluough the program, the sessions were extended by thirty minutes to

provide the group members with extra time for d.iscussion and closure. This decision, to extead the

sessions, was made by the women in the group.
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Grorp sessions were closed so no new mernbers coutd be added once the program had begun.

Women who have a history of childhood sexual abuse need consistency and security to develop mutual

trust and to facilitate self-disclosure in a group.

Throughout the group and during the pre-group interviews, the therapists emphasized the

impofance of telling one's story or sharing one's feelings conceming the abuse. But there was no

mørdato'ry pressure for each woman to disclose the details of her own victimÞation. The amoun! nature

and rate of disclosure rilas a decision made indepørdently by each group mernber. Throughout the group

the therapists emphasized to the women the need for personal safety and that no group member should

disclose any information to the group if she was feeling overwhel¡ned. Disclosures need to be made

within a therapeutic window of personal comfof and safety. This is very important because prernature

disclosures or forced disclosures can be damaging to a woman who is not ready for this type of public

exPosure' Ultimately this can result in an e4perience of firrther victimization, but this time within the

practicurn group, mernbers readily disclosed their experiences of sexual abuse and at times, needed to be

held in check and "grounded" to er¡sure their psychological safety. The women appeared relieved to

finally get their feelings about their experiences unfettered. It appeared that the safety ofthe group and

the opportunity it provided for sharing and for being understood opened a floodgate of mernories and

feelings for the group members.

The gor¡p begur each week with check in. This was an opportunity for open discnssion where

the participants could explore their reactions to previous sessions, their feelings and insights regarding

their sexual abuse as well as exploring their presørt concerns. After break, the focus of the group was

on a specific clinical issue such as shame or anger. The purpose of this part of the group was to give the

women the opportunity to explore these issues within a structured forma! as well as providing an

educational and skill building component of the group.
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Followingthe temination of sessions, the group met again on a self-help basis. This self-help

group wolved after a group decision to meet for coffee following each session. This group included all

group merrbers who wished or had ttre time to meet This oúside group contact helped to develop further

group cohesion' It reinforced feelings of solidarity and respect among the women. It allowed group

mernbers to have a greater arnount of time to debrief affer group.

Group Exercises

A variety of group exercises were used during the progam. Dr:ring several sessions, a

brainstorm exercise was used' This involved posing a question to the group and having the members

work togetherfor an answer. This t1'pe ofo<ercise was done during the first few sessions when the group

developed its ground rules and goals.

Letter writing is another therapeutic tool for sexual abuse suwivors, letter writing exercises

utilized by the womer¡ involved writing to an older and wiser part of themselves to help them feel

ernpowered to heal Êom their se¡<r¡al abuse. Another exercise involved nriting to someone who had hu,1

thern in the past and confronting the pain and loss of the experience. often when rhe letter exercise is

utilized' lvomen choose to write to their offender or to a non-protective mernber of ttreir famiþ. These

letters are not meant to be sent. Their value lies in the actual writing of the letter and its ability to give

voice to the many painful memories and feelings. If a group mernber decided to se¡d a letter, the

conse+¡ences ofthis tpe ofconûontation would have to be thoroughly explored with the woman and the

group, by the therapist.

During the teatment Progrant, group mønbers \ilere asked to bring in photographs of
thernselves as children and of their families of origin. viewing old photographs can help women

recognize how young innocent and dependent thery were when the abuse took place. It also may help to

jar repressed mernories and provide a chance to review family patterns of interaction.
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During two group sessions, vizualization exercises were used. Io session three, vizualization

was used as a rela:<ation exercise to help calm the group merrbers' anxieties after a number of stressñ¡l

disclos¡es' The seco¡rdvistulization exercise used helped group mernbers gain contact with their inner

child Diane lv{a¡iechild (1988) st¿tes visualizations move group members to a relaxed, ta¡ce-like state,

"A tance is simply a very rela,xed state of mind in which you are able to come in closer touch with your

intuitive powers , images, symbols, and feelings" (p.t). It is importan! whør using this type of

visualization with a group of sexually abused women" that before and during the visualizatior4 they are

given the opportunity to change, stop or leave the visualization if they feel ¡:nc¡mfortable.

During the thifeenth sessior¡ the group was involved in creating a collage. The group collage

allowed the women to reflec! and express their growth and healing. The collage was a source of pride

for the women. It was the realization of their courage and stength and a testament to their

accomplislrments during the group teatnent program.

The ending stage of a gouP can be difficult for women who have been sexually abused as

children because it might be like the first time ttrey have had a sense of belonging. Goodman aud Nowak-

scib€ui (1985) state, 'The realization that the group is going to end brings with it a resurfacing of long

held feelings of abandonment and loss"þ.540). It is not only important for group members to grieve the

loss of the group experience, but also important for thern to focus on thei¡ strengths and the personal

changes they have experienced sincejoining the group.

The closing exercise, called the Candle Ceremony, allowed group members to say goodbye to

each other and comment on each ofhers stengtts and abilities. The Candle Cerernony involved the group

forming a circle and each woman lighting a candle. The candle was lit, symbolizing the beginning of the

gouP' Gloup members give and receive from one another, a positive statement to take with ttrem from

ttrc group eryerience. The group takes whatever time it needs to complete this exercise. To symbolize .
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the dissolution of the group, ,lr" *ot*"bl"* the candles out. This helped the womeri end the group with

care and respect.

The group program also had an educational component. The group watched the video, Its Not

Like Scrapine Your Knee (Krause & HirslL 1983) which presented several women who were sexually

abused as children disclosing their assaults and discussing the long term effects of their abuse. This

docume'ntary was a deepþ moving account of childhood tauma and adult pain. It was shown to help the

group members get in touch witir their own issues and perhaps to reawaken old memories that needed

eryression It also ønphasizat to the group the commonality of women's experiences. It highlighted trre

stengths ofthe women who publicþ eryressed theirpain and their rage about the continued victimization

of female children in society. The video ernphasized that social action, to prevent further abuse is a

rewarding and ernpowering experience.

Throughout lhe group sessions the womeri were given access to a variety of articles and books

on childhood sexuat abuse. This access to educational material helped to decrease the women,s feelings

of isolation and provided them wittr hope for a productive and healttry life beyond ttreir past.

Throughout the group progranL the women were encouraged to become involved in self-

nurturing activities' The women chose to pursue hobbies, recreational activities, to relax and spend

special times with theirfamilies and ûiends.

Group mernbers were also asked to keep journals. Journal rutiting can be beneficial to women

who have difüculty expressing themselves in a group, because toriting allows them to record their

mernories and feelings. They may decide at a later time, !o share their journals with the group, or to keep

them as a personal record of their struggle to heal Êom their abuse.
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Termination Interviews

Following the last session, each group mernber was seen for a two hour termination inten iew.

This gave each \ryomân an opportunity to discuss with a therapis! her thoughts, and feelings of the group

experiørce' The interview also provided an opportunity to complete the following measures: the Beck

Dçression Inventor¡6 the Belief Inventory, the Revised UCLA I¡neliness Scale (Short Form); the Client

Satisfaction Questionnaire; the \ilomen's Post Treatrrent cente Feedback Form and a group Evaluation

Me¿sr:re' One women missed her termination inten¡iew and completed the group meåswes at the agency

and had her individual therapist send them to the student. The termination interviews also provided an

opportunity for closure for the client and therapist.
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CTTÄPTER 8

REPORT ON SESSIONS

A series offourteen therapy sessions were conducted on a weekly basis between May 21, 1992

and August 20, 1992- The sessions followed the stages of group development as outlined by Tropp

(1976). This chapterwill Present a description of each group session and a brief outline of the activities

and important issues that emerged each week The formats of the group sessions have been placed in the

Appendixes (A B, c' D, E, F, G, H I, J, K L, M N). The womør who participated in the group sessions

. have been previously described in Chapter 6 ofthis report.

Session I

The session began with the women sharing their fears and e4pectations of the group program.

Many women hoped the other group members would provide thern with zupport outside of the group

sessions' Ail had attended r€covery programs in dmg and alcohol addictions and had been given sponsors

to contact during the week after their meetings had ended. They felt simila¡ contact during this group

program would be beneficial.

This led to a discussion on personal bound¿ries and lhe women's ability to look after thernselves

while maintaining contact outside of Group. kritially all members agreed they could handle this

responsibility. This fær¡s on boundaries was maintained by the facilitators helping the group explore this

issue.

One grorp member was able to say "no" against outside group contact. She felt ,n" *out¿ U"

unable to care for herself, if she was overwhelrned by the other women's issues. Her ability to be open

and state her feelings allowed the other womerÌ to acknowledge their own fea¡s about being responsible

for each other outside of Group. Grorp menrbers were able to admit that being able to say ..no,, 
to outside
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contact was a relief.

The remainder of the session wâs spent determining group rures (Appendix o).

Session 2

The Group opened with check In. The women continued to voice fears and general anxiety

about attending Group. The focus discussion was on the group members' feelings about being in a

women's group, as well as their individual beliefs about a woman's place in society.

The group's feelings about being in a women's group, emphasÞed the safety and the

opportunities it provided to share their experiences. Their beliefs about women were consistent with

accçted social values which emphasize ttrat women are powerless and dependent on men to validate their

basic worth.

I didnl lcrow how I would react to a group setting. But it seems to be okay as long as

it's just women I have another counsellor, but he's a male. It's been difficult to talk

to him about it. It feels comfortable to be with other women.

It's nice having a woman to relate to. I had, I don't think the word is a low opinion,

but I really havør't wanted to relate much to women. I guess I haven't seen them with

having any kind of power at ail, so I leapt in where I ttrought the power wourd be.

A'frer these statements, the faciliøtors validated the participants' beliefs that women live in a

misog¡mist society and we all are vulnerable to its effects.

Groç mønbers were then asked to discuss, for the benefit of new members, thei¡ expectations

ofttre group program These included not blocking their own feelings about sexual abuse, exploring their

interpersonal problems, and working ttrough their anger and rage.

The last half of the session involved answering the Mi¡acle euestion (Appendix p). This

involved a spirited discussion which helped the women formulate personal and group goals.
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At wrap up many group members were experiencing physical symptoms. Two women

commented they felt tearful during the session. Two participants admitted to feeling nauseated as well

as having headaches.

The group was advised þ the therapists that their feelinp indicated their bodies' ability to being

to rele¿se its memcries which bad been held and blocked for many years. Group members were reassured

this was the beginning ofthe healing process and it was important for each of thern to care for their whole

selt both ttreir physical and ernotional being during the group experience. The tea¡s, nausea, headaches

and physical discomfort are all symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder most often involving the

undercontolling defences of the intrusive phase of the disorder (cole & Barney, l9g7).

Session 3

Three thernes emerged during Check I¡u these included feelings of angeç fears of losing contol,

and the need for ñrrther supPort aûer each session had ended. one woman disclosed that during the

previous week she had experienced such interse anxiety that she felt she should go to a hospital to get

medication to help calm her down. A¡rother women stated: "When I leave here, I feel los! out of

conbol...I was very agitated inside and very critical of myself and outside things, really getting pissed off

with things in general. I locked my keys in my car..."

A third group mernber commented that, "What I felt like after group, (last session) sometimes

is a need to debrief with somebody in the group...to go out for coffee...and just calm down.,, This

mernber's need for fi.¡rther "grounding" @lake-White & Kline, 1985) due to the sFess irùerent in the

early stages of group work initiated the idea of going for coffee, afrer each session by the women in the

gouP.

The topic for the third session was "What is sexual abuse?" Group mernbers were asked to

explain what child sexual abuse meant to thern. This gave many of the women the choicæ and/or the
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oppornlnity of disclosing their experience of sexual abuse. Many feelings, fears and percçtions were

voiced by the grorp members. ofren' the tone ofvoice changed and the fear, hurt, confr¡sioru and longing

of a small child were heard for the first -ime.

or¡e woman disclosed the pain of her lost innocence when she was violated by a neighbour at

age eight and later her fear and panic whe¡r he threatened to kill her. ..I was hurt, I was confi:sed...Why

couldn't he have left me alone! Sad' all I rernember is sad and really ashamed...I'm feeling scared now,

like the little girl."

Another woman disclosed how she felt when a woman sexually abused her when she was six

years old' "She touched me and got me to touch her...I used to see her after and I used to realþ, really

hate her and wish she wor¡ld die...until very recently I thought I was a real bad person...I can,t remember

being a child' That's what sexual abuse is to me. Being violated, being touched and...living with rhose

feelings."

The women were also able to eryress how the sexual abr¡se had confused their feelings and ideas

about Ûrust and intimacy. one woman stated, "Family is a lie. Love is a lie. Trust is a lie...I think loving

someone is very confirsing..."

These disclosures \ryere an extemely intense emotional experience for all group members. It
also afected ttre su¡dent facilitator who felt quite numb afrer the session. The student later discussed her

reaction with her practicum supervisor.

Afrer the discussion on sexual abuse, the group had its break and when they returned the

facilitators negotiated a fifreen minute extension on the group session. Due to the ernotional natr¡e of the

disclosr:res ofthe gor¡p members the therapists suggested a grounding technique @riere, l9g9) to help

the members retu¡¡ to the present. The group was given a relaxation exercise (Appørdix e). prior to

\ilrâp uP the group had a discr¡ssion on how they could care for themselves dr:ring difücult times
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(Appendix R).

Session 4

The focrs of the Check In Four was to continue to process feelings from the last week,s goup..

These included feeling alxious, irritable, d.isconnected from others, hung over (without using drugs or

alcohol) and e4posed. One group member stated:

rve been having this one flashback aI week rong. Always at night, when I,m in bed.

I start crying, br¡t it's still there and it usually takes me, th¡ee or four hours to get back to sleep.

After check þ it was zuggested to goup members that it might be helpñrl for thern to have

cofee together after Group, and the decision was made to meet after at a nearby restaurant. The topic for

the session' survival skills, was intoduced to the group. The women quickly identified many of their

survivals skills:

Survival Skills



.lie about a mistake

.involving self in too much

.lash out at others

.become abusive

Weighing the benefits, costs and needs met by their survival skills proved more d.ifficult for the

Grory' Group members were rerninded by the facilitators how ttreir survival skills had protected thern

and allowed them to survive the abuse. Group members stated:

spacing out was good because it allowed me to keep my feelings to myserf. It,s bad

bec¿r¡se I never üved a real life. I never leamed ways to be close to people who would

be good for me.

The abr:sive behaviour... Id be abr¡sive to people so that I could feel in power. I can,t

justi$ or rationalize any of tha! and say it was good because it wasn,t. But that,s how

I coped - looked afrer mysetf. I hurt people.

My oddiction was sex I didnt have to deal with reality...I d.idn't have to be alone. The

costs... I erided up hating myself.

hior to wrap up, the group was introduced to the Post Traumatic stess Model (Appendix s).

This model allowed the group members to identi$ their experiances of inûrxive and d.issociative

symptoms and to accept their symptoms asnormal reactions to a taumatic experience.

Session 5

The development of tn:st and the willingness to take risks within the group was evident this
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week one woman was able to disclose that she was a lesbian and a misinterpreted incident she had with

a counsellor wtrich had left her feeling betayed, the previous week. She also aclsrowledged the grrilt and

shame she felt because of her physically abusive behaviours within her relationships. Group members

were able to provide this woman with fecdback about her d.isclosures. By zupporting her, the group

became more cohesive and the mernbers more sensitive to each others needs.

Another participant ernphasized how difñç¡1¡ it was for her to maintain her bor¡ndaries with

others' She oçlained stre had stopped attørding a couple of support groups in order to help her friends.

She became resenftl, when she realized that she was not looking after herself. Two women discovered

how their behaviours in their present relationships often mimicked trreir behaviou¡ with ttreir abusers.

Both women noted that ttrey resorted to heþlessness and infantile behaviour to gain approval from others.

Their insights regarding the need for boundaries and autonomy in interpersonal relationships provided

group mernbers with important information on how they themselves might be re-victimizing themselves

in the present.

Anottrer woman informed the group ttrat she had tied to confront her abuser the previous week,

but had not been able to follow through on her plan due to nausea and fear. This led to a group discussion

on the need to cla¡ify one's motives and goals before confronting the abuser (FIerma¡1, I 9g l ).

Prion to the group's break a disct¡ssion was held conceming the need for group me¡nbers to give

each other feedback. The conclusion was that each group mernber would try to remember to ask for

feedback afrer speaking. The group also decided to extend the sessions r¡rtil 12:00 o,clock and decided

Ûo see the video, It's Not Like Scrapins Your Knee during session six. The rernainder of the session

involved a lively discussion on why sexual abuse happers and the roles of men and women in society.

Session 6

Check In Six revealed vaior¡s feelings, awar€ness and discoveries by the group. One participant
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focr:sed on her relationships and herneed for more support in her life. She identified that she often hides

her needs Aom others and then doesn't get them met.

Another woman reveald after having seen a counsellor, how she began to tentatively explore

her sexual preference. She was re¿ssured by the facilitators that it is healthy to go back to a place in your

life and raise the questions you might have asked, had it not beeir for the sexual abuse.

One group member was angry. She perceived that she was being forced to attend Group and

found this frustating and demeaning. The Group zupported her feelings of frr-rstation. The facilitators

suggested a meeting after group to explore this situation.

After the break the group viewed the video, It's Not Like Scraning your Knee. The group

was overwheLned by the content of the tape. The women dissociated and many appeared to be in a

regressive state. The grouP wâs €ncouraged to stand up, stamp their feet and walk around as a grounding

technique. Group members stated:

I have a really bad headache. I'm just numbed out.

The tape makes me so sad. Your just so alone...how the girls, the women had no one

to talk to. You feel so alone...Nobody is ttrere to ask the right questions. That's the

worst thing about sexual abuse.

I didn't tell everybody ever¡hing that happened to me. I was afraid to."

Many women also commented on how Êightened they were for their own child¡en and their

attempts to ke€p therr safe from se><r:al abuse (Faria & Belohlaveh 1984). prior to the wrap up the group

was given a homework assignment

Session 7

The topic for Session Seven was ttre Inner Child. During Check In the group was asked if
anyone understood what the term inner child meant. The following rçlies were given:
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It's my little girl who has all my feelings. All my memories.

Mines negative. I don't rea[y rønanber any good things about my childhood.

Prior to the vizualization of their own inner child the women were informed that each of their

experiences would be unique and ttrat over time their percçtions of their child would change as they

healed from their sexual abuse.

Following the visuarization the group was refr with mixed insights:

It's banl to describe she jrrst jumped into rry arms. It's incredible, very beautiful. I feel

so much.

I didn't want to go back. I was very angry and scared...I couldn't bring myself to say

to her...the worst is yet to come...When I was supposed to go around the corner and

meet my fiends, I was all alone.

Afrer the visualization the co-therapist helped each group member process her e4perience. It

was interesting to note, what each \voman revealed depended on the previous work she had done to

connect with her inner child In general, women who felt close to their child could express such feeliugs.

women who were afraid of the child or had no memories of her, became lost or AusFated within the

visualization' women who were angry with their child, felt their anger, their loneliness and their

disconnection from themselves and others.

Prior to break ttre grorp pnqsed around childhood photos. One mernber realized that her parents

had taken only two photographs of her as a child. Another mernber showed a family pictrue with her

father pinching her "bum". Another woman had no pictures of herself rhe yea¡ the abuse had oc¡urred.

One mernber disclosed at age five, she had been sexually assaulted by a doctor. This led to a

group discussion about the need to contact authorities about the assault.

Following the break the group was asked to share their homework assignment. Many group
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mernb€rs did not complete their assignment. one woman shared the letter she had written to her father

with the group' Her disclosure was powerful and helped the other women connect with thei¡ own pain

and sadness (Vizualization Exercise, Appendix T).

Session 8

During Check in Eight' the women reflected on the last week's w.iting exercise and thea

relationships with their families and friends, one woman continued to explore her confision about her

sexuality and intimate relationships. Another woman concluded it was too soon for her to confront a

doctor who had abused her as a child. A¡other member disclosed she had written a letter to her father,

but was now plagued with feelings of guilt. The group suggested that she symbolically burn the letter as

an acknowledgement of her freedom from her father.

At the conclusion of Check þ the facilitators reminded the group that each stç they took

towards personal awareness' needs to be celebrated. This is extemely important as victims of sexual

abuse ofren experience all or nothing thinking and are unable to honour their own progress in healing

ûom their abuse.

The topic of session Eight was Anger. Many group members disclosed histories of family

violence and fear surrounding the e4pression of anger. The group also discussed the diffculty womør

have accepting their own feelings of anger as well as the social taboo against rilomen,s expression of

anger.

The group completed ttre anger exercise commanting on their caregivers' expressions of anger

towa¡ds them and lheir own adult expressions of anger

My mother yelled at me. slapped me. withdrew aom me. My Dad - clenched his

teelh Calledmenames-sttpid- Beatme. Asanadult, Islamdoors,clenchmyteetlr,

wittrdraw, cry and sleç. I døry I'm angy, I don't like to be angry. I feer it is wrong
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to get angry.

My parents were both really critical. My Dad was sort of a rage alcoholic..after the

rage and the bining. He would sulk...I don't rove you anymore was a very clear

message. Now as an adult..I'll intellectuatize iL I'll rationalize it. I,ll minimize it...I

contol my anger...I'm fearfut of letting it out.

The women described anger as violencæ and abandonment. They were informed by the

facilitators that urger is about being who they are - saing "no" and setting limits or letting people know

"this is me'" It is not only a healthy ernotion, but also an appropriate expression of self which can be

learned.

Session 9

Check In Nine involved group members sharing their individual discoveries. one mernber

rernernbered her grandfathers love and support during her childhood and proudly brought his photograph

to gollP' A¡totherwoman erylained she had been struggling with a lot of stress and aru<iety. ..I 
can feel

it in my body now' It's swimmin8 up and down my spine. It sits in my neck.,, she was encouraged by

the group to become invorved in a physicar activity to help release her tension.

Prior to break the group mernbers decided ttrey would meet the faculty advisor the following

week during the last frfteen minutes of Group. The topic of this week's session was shame. Group

members emphasÞed negative self-talk as contributing to ttreir feelings of shame. They were able to

atribute these thoughts to the childhoodmernories of the voices of their abusers. They noticed when they

accæpted these thoughts as tue they often became involved in self defeating behaviour or left thernselves

open to ñ¡rther abuse Êom others. Disputing these beliefs contibuted to healthier and more positive

image about self Importantly, the women were able to connect their feelings of shame to many societal

messages about women's sexuality and women's bodies. Group members realized that it ofren takes a
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daily effort for wcmen to accept ttreir physicat self utren they are constantly bombarded by society,s image

of the beautiflil woman.

The group stated:

_ 

I think shame is learned I don't think we start out being ashamed. I think shame is a

reaction to outside negative inpuL You start feeling selfdoubt. I think shame is

negative self-talk I had a lot ofphysical sharne. It was about sexuality. It was shame

about myself as a female person.

At the end offhe discr¡ssion group mernbers were inforrred by the facilitator that shame can be

used as a tool of oppression. shame is a means of keçing women in their prace

The women were also informed that shame is an injury that rezults when trust is broken. The

most healing thing to do to fight feelings of sirame is to become involved in relationships with people who

accurately reflect our own goodness,

Session l0

The focus of check In Ten was on tust, change and loss. one member informed the group she

decided to resign Êom herjob after an unexpected con&ontation with a co-worker. Initiaily she thought,

"It's all myfault and I'm a badP€rsor" Now she was able to acknowledge that the stress and unrealistic

deadlines of the job had become too much for her. one woman left Group during check kr. she was

joined by one facilitator.

hior to bre¿k an oven¡iew on grief and the grief exercise was given to the group. shortly after

the exercise beguq the group was asked to reopen check In to give one woman the opportunity to share

the events of her past week. She stated:

I have until .. to get my shit together or they are going to go for permanent custody of

my child The social worker outright called me a lia¡ and a manipulator. I'm afraid to
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tn:st a¡y6¡¡s sþ including ttris group. I have four months. How am I going to clanfy

my sexual abuse iszues and my other iszues in fou¡ months.

The group was able to supPort this members feelings of hurt, betayal, anger and loneliness.

Theyr.plied' *sexual 
abuse takes time to heal from. It's not a course." This opportrurig to express her

fears in a safe place allowed this woman to resolve her crisis. she concluded ..I,ll go day by day...

Session I I

The issr¡es discussed during check kr Eleven included anger, revenge fantasies and dealing with
a perpetrator' All group mernbers had revenge fantasies and were reassured that this was a normal

reaction to their sexual abuse. one woman stated, "I wouldn't like to be in a room alone with him. But
I'd like to be in a room, face to face and let all my anger out and get on with my life.,, Another woman

disclosed that she had aied to talk to her father about her sexual abuse, but received no validation from

him and as a resr:lt w¿s fi¡rior:s. she stated, "I'm really angry at him and I,d like to go out and kill him...I
really felt like punching him in the nose...If I had a guq I wourd have shot the gun...,,

After break the group focused on their relationships. one woman who was involved with a

chønically addictedperson statd "I have to make a decision to leave the relationship or continue.,, she

realized he was using again felt he was pushing her back to her addictions. Group members urged her

to trust her intuition and leave the relationship. They surmised that it was their childhood fear of
abandonment that often kçt them in abusive relationships.

Another member stated she rernained in an abusive relationship for an extra year because the

AA philosophy recommended not to make any personal changes during the first year in recovery.

All group members disclosed that they had experienced difüculties in choosing partners,

maintaining relationships and coping with ttre loss of a relationship.

The group ended with members giving each other a hug.
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SessÍon 12

The Grorp opened with discussion on the griefo<ercise. one group mernber had written a book

offifty pages' Another group member stated, "I don't want to do i! I've had too many losses. My whole

life had beeir one loss after another". The wording of the grief exercise was rufortunate as group

members interrupted the exercise as having to focu on all their losses which was ovenvhelrring. The

student's expectation was that they would focus on only one or two experiørces. However, this

expectation was not communicated to the group. This led to a d.iscussion where group mgmbers decided

they would focr:s on only one loss and wor¡ld sha¡e this with one another the following week The group

then decided to have check In and comprete a collage after the break.

check In focused on the iszues of personal choices, safety and relationships. one woman

revealed that at age eighteen she vowd never to cry. she concrudd "How absolute it is not to cry.

How unhealtlry it is fm me not to exPress how I feel." Two women revealed how they had been recently

re-victimized' one related a story on how she had been conned out of $ I ,500.00 by a man with a ha¡d

luck srmy' Another woman revealed tbat she had given a man her phone number, but as soon as he called

she began to feel something was not right. She later leamed he had been charged with harassing another

woman' The group responded by emphasizing how important it is to listen to your intuition and to act

on ir They pointed oú that feelinp are proof of certain realities and that you can trust your body for this

t¡pe of information.

Afrer the break the women completed a group collage.

Session 13

The grorp began with a discr¡ssion conc¿rning what activities would take placc during the last

session' The group decided they would meet at the agency and spend quiet time reflecting on their

oçerience' check In Thirteen focused on good-byes, new opportunities a¡ld family relationships. one
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wonum announced to the group that her mother was visiting the city. She stated, ..I,m 
looking forward

to getting to know her, because I don't really know her. I might have speat a year of my life with her.

Jt's the füst rime I've e4perienced her without being on some kind of chemicar.,,

Another women statd "I'm happy I had the courage to join the group. I found when things

happenedinmytifelcor¡ldhearyou glrys sitting and sharing." This member's comments illusaate what

Briere (1989) refers to as the portable therapist.

one group member strared with the group how difficr¡It it had been for her to attend a family

celebration' she statd "I didn't want to be there with these people, I could¡r,t look at any of thøn...',

Swink and l¡veille (1986) eloquently point out the losses of victims of se>rual abuse endu¡ed when they

attempt to s€parate Êom their families to regain ttreir sense of self-worth. Later in the session this woman

disclosed the rage she felt when her family attempted to gain custody of her own child. she state4 *I

flipped. I tied to kilr them. The policæ came and removed me. I was so serious...,,

Briere (1989) discr¡sses the rmlnerability that sexual abuse victims have to rage, when exposed

to stimuli that restimr¡rate feelings of exploitation and injustice.

The group reçonded to this woman's disclosures with compassion, understanding, acceptance

and srpport The cothaapist re¿ssured her that her reactions were not unique, but were shared by many

victims of sexual abr¡se. At bre¿k this woman lefr group and threw up. A-frer break the group discussed

the griefexercise.
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Session l4

Check I¡ Foufeen provided each group member with the opportunity to reflect and review

e¡periences. One woman stated: ..I learned how to cry. I needed to cry.,,

Another member stated: "I'm going to miss the honesty...in this group I could say whatever

qPiledoutofmymouth-.. It'spossibletobeopentopeople. youjusthavetoñnjuerightones.,,

At this point the women were advised þ the cofacilitatcr that the group had provided them with

an intense experie¡rce of intimacy which is difücult to duplicate in the commuaity. They were rerninded

to respect their bonndaries and carefrrlly evaluate the dernands and needs ofthe people in theh lives.

Afrer break the women quietly said good_bye to each other.
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CHAPTER 9

RESULTS

In this chapter the student will present and discuss the results of the Group Treahent program.

Ïhree standard measures, The Beck Dçression lnventory @DI), the Revised UCLA L¡neliness Scale

(Short Form) (RULS) and The Beüef Inventory @t) were used to evaluate levels of dçression, loneliness

and negative beliefs of the group mernbers. To protect confidentiality, client numbers (l-g) do not

correspond to client numbers (l-8) in chapter six.

Beck Depression Inventorv (BDD (Beck. 1978)

The results tom the BDI pre-test and post-test measures were compared to determine changes

in the scores of each group member. A score of 2l or over indicates a clinically significant level of

depression (Beck & Bearnesdeffer, 1974). The group therapy program was directed at reducing the level

ofdepression in group members. A decrease in BDI score was expected between the adminishation of

the pre-test meas¡es and 1þg ¿dmini5t¿fion of the post-test measures. The individual results from the

Beck Depression Invmtory, for each group member, are presented in Table l.

Table I

;::i!::.:r:.:. -.rlili .i::i:r::::rj::r:::r:

:.:,qLIENT:rir;

¡ 26 36

2 26 ll
J t7 5

4 l8 I
5 27 ll
6 7 4

7 20 8
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SCORE ATTERMINáTION

8 32 36
fualFing the data collected Êom the n."t@und rhat:

At assessment four (50%) of the individuals in the group had scores indicating clinical depression and

four (50%) of the group members scored below the clinical cut-offpoint of 21. At terrrination of the

grotp therapS six (75%) grorry members had scored below 2l in the BDI indicating dçression was not

a problem at this time. Two group membe rs Q5%) scored above the cut-of indicating severe levels of

depression.

Table 2

Groun Results for the Beck Depression Inventorv lN=g)

Assessment Termination

ScoreNo/oNo/n

2l orabove 4 50%

2Oorbelow 4 50%

2 25%

6 75%

Decreasing Denression

At assessrnent four women (50%) of the group had scores indicating clinical depression. The

two women who scored as moderately dçressed at assessment" both dropped to insigrificant levels of

depression at termination indicating the gror.p therapy program decreased thei¡ levels of depression. One

woman, who scored at a severe level of depression at termination also scored at a severe level of

depression at assessrnent; this individual had a history ofhospitalizations for depressive episodes. The

group prograrn had no effect on decreasing her tevel ofdepression, which is not surprising, considering

her hisory of a recuning dçr€ssive disorder. At t€rrnination it was suggested she contact her psychiatist

Ûo be assessed regarding her need for an anti-depressant medication. Offering a client the choice to use
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medication to help teat a dçressive illns55 can be an effective tool in enhancing ttre woman,s sense of

self-control' The other individual who scored at a severe level of depression at termination scored at a

moderate level of depressiou at assessmenl Her wlnerability to depression was likeþ to have been

enhanced as she had chosen not to be intersely involved with the group until the end. It is likely ttrat

these depressive feelings were due to a lack of closure for her. The end result was a hurried attempt to

deat with her issues at termination of the Group, rather than gradually through the entire foufeen weeks.

In genera[ the intervention of the Group Program was efective in decreasing dysphoric mood

distr:rbances associated with the long term conseguences of sexual abuse, but was not effective in teating

clinical depression.

The results Êom the RULS pre-tes't and post-test meåsures were compared to determine changes

in the scores of each group mønber. It was assumed that contact with other women who had been

sexually abused in childhood, would help alleviate feelings of loneliness in group mernbers. Based on

a Sroup norm of 9'5, scores above this level would indicate unaccæptable levels ofloneliness. Scores

were e¡pected to decre¿se between the adminishation of the pre-test meÍ¡sures and the administration of

the post-test measrres. The individrul results of the group on the Revised ucLA I¡neliness scale (short

Form) are presented in Table 3

Table 3
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7 9 6

I 8 ll
The gror:presr:ltrf- 

eight womør.

At assessment ûve women (62.5%) scored below the nonn indicating they felt less lonely than the

average adt¡lt woman Tb¡ee women (37 '5o/o) scored above the nonn of 9.5. At terrni¡ation of the group

inten¡ention,'two lryomen (25%) scored below the norrn indicating they felt less lonely than the average

adult woman. Six women (75%) scoredabove the norm indicating an increase in loneliness afrer the

group intervention

Table 4

lShort Form) lN=8)

Assessment Termination

9.5 or above 3 37.5% 6 75%

9.5 or below 5 62.5% Z ZS%

Alleviatins I-oneliness

An analysis of the scores ûom the Revised ucLA l¡neliness scale (short Form) leads one to

conclude that the Group Program did not help to alleviate feelings of loneliness and alienation for its
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members; but the scores do not entirely reflect the group experiørce. All the group members felt by

sharing their e4periences and feelings, they had lea¡ned to respeÆt and value other women. They also

experienced a feeling of closeness and connection to each other. Friendships among the women did

develop duing the Grorp Prograrn- The women våo attended the Group aü had different levels of social

supports in the community. Many of the women were divorce4 had few friends or ongoing family

contacl Group melnbers who had experienced family support and stable relationships were less likeþ

to feel alienated or alone. Tlroughorl ttre Group, the women discussed their problems in developing and

maintaining relationships. often they did not tust their intuition or perceptions that a relationship was

abr¡sive' Each group member zurmised it was her inner child's fear of abandonment that ofren kept her

involved in these relationships. Learning to tust their own feelings and to act assertively when problern

solving' remained a skill the women needed to firther develop and better utilize in their lives. D'ring

Group the women did become more aware of their personal boundaries and we¡e able to add¡ess their

needs forhealthier æd more st¿ble social relationships. The women's increased knowledge of ttreir righs

in a social relationship and their increased awareness of the ûequency of their own revictimization with

others mayhave increased the Group's rçorted levels of loneliness at the program' end. The length of

the beaEnørt program may have also conbibuted to the participant's feelings of isolation as they did not

have enough time to once again feel tust in others outside of the Group.

Perhaps ttre short form of the Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale @ULS) was not a precise

enough instrr¡ment to measure the women's feelings of loneliness. The longer 2l itern instrument may

bave provided more dçth and information regard.ing the women's experience of loneliness. perhaps a

different me¿sne çecifically focused o¡r the level of social spport valued or needed by womør who were

soctully abused as chil&en' needs to be developed to explore this dimension of their life experience. This

þe of measure could be a useful tool in ñ¡ture studies.
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The belief inventory is a measure of distorted beliefs associated with childhood sexual abuse.

These beliefs contribute to feelings of gurlt depression, shame and misû-usl A score of 15 or more

indicates a clinically significant level of negative beliefs. The measure was administered on three

occasions, including at assess¡ne'nt, at the midpoint of group sessions and at the termination of the group

sessiols' As one ofthe objectives ofthe Group Therapy Program was to decrease the level ofdistorted

beliefs' the scores were expected to go down at each adrninistation of the belief inventory. The individual

results of the Group on the Belief Inventory are presented in Table 5.

Table 5

Individual Results of the Belief Inventorv

The group results for the Belief Inventory were analped for severi individuals, as one group

mernber did not complete the midpoint me¿¡sure. At assessrnent six (g6%) women had clinically

significurt levels of negative beliefs and one (14%) woman scored below the cut-offpoint of 15. At

midpoint' three (43%) group manbers had clinically significant levels of negative beliefs about sexual

victimization and four (57%) group mernbers scored below the cuÈoffpoint. At termination 3 (43%)

I 23 t0 3

2 50 0 8

3 t3 7 28

4 53 30 23

5 24 2t 5

6 l6 9 8

7 5l 34 t7

8 24 *missed 20
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\¡i'omen had clinically sigrificant levels of negative beliefs and four wom ea (S7%)scored below the cut-

offpoint of 15.

Table 6

Groun Results for Belief Inventory lN=D

Assessment Mdpoint Temrination

l5 or above

14 or below

3

4

3

4

6

I

86%

l4o/o

43%

57%

43%

57%

Challensins Nesative Beliefs

The Grorp Treaünørt hogram was effective in decreasing the women's distofed beließ about

themselves and others. The Program allowed the women to r¡nderstand they shared similar problems

regarding guilt and low self-worth and that lhese problems stemmed from the sexual abuse rather than

personal deficis. The group experiørce allowed the women to confront the reality that they were not to

blame for ttre ss<r¡al abuse but were to place the blame back on the abuser. The educational component

of the Group Treatment Program provided the members with information regarding society,s denial of

the abuse and the opinions available to complete the healing process.

Although the Percentage of scores at midpoint and termination remained the same, all the

individual scores from ttre Belief Inverúory continued to decrease throughout the assessrnent, midpoint

and termination points of the group. The decreasing scores indicated that the growtydevelopmerital

model (Sturdivanl 1980) used to restruchue the group member's beliefs about self, others and society

was effective' The Group Treatment Program did provide the women with more insighffi¡l and socia¡y
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perceptive beliefs about their experiences.

Grouo Evaluation

Attermination of the group therapy sessions, each woman was asked to complete three group

evaluation measures. The first measure was the Women's Post Treatrent Centre Feedback Form. The

groq members werc asked to identify what had changed for them sincæ the beginning of the group. Their

resPonses are placed in Appendix U. The second merìsure was a Group Evaluation Measure that was

designed by the student (Appendix Ð. The women's responses are placed in Appendix W. The third

meas¡re was the Cüent Satisfaction Questionnaire. The group members individual reqponses are placed

in Appendix X The group respolrses to the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire are presørted in Table 7:

Table 7

Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire ICSO)

overall, the rcçonses ûo ttre CSQ wøe positive indicating the eight group mernbers perceived the group

therapy as a valuable and usefirl experiencc for thern.

Score %N

I 9 or above

l8 or below

5

3

62.5

37.s

I)iscussion

The majority ofwomen who attended the group rçorted that ttreir feelings of dçression, sharue,

isolation and stigma had been greatly reduced by attending the teatrnent program. They had learned to
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value, ¡Esp€ct and trust other womeî' The group had given the¡n the opportunity to gain some measure

of cor¡tol over their feelings and various aspects of their personal lives. The program helped the women

to "normalize" their experiences and value themselves. They became more confdent and capable of

acting on their own behalf. They came to understand the reasons for their past actions and were now

aware of new possibilities and solutions to their person difüculties which stemmed ûom their sexual

abuse' Their self-concepts changed from believing they were powerless to heal from the abuse, to

recognizing their personal stengfhs and abilities. Many of the group mønbers stated that he handouts

on clinical issues givør at the end ofeach session were valuable educational tools; tools they could keep,

read over and use for support in difficult times. The women also acknowledged the safety the group had

provided for thern to explore their issues and how they valued the knowledge, support and respect they

received from ttre grory facilitators. All mernbers wished the group had run longer. The videotaping of

the group was identified as a concern by the women who felt they would have been more comfortable

without this disEaction However, ttre videotaping did not prevent the wome¡r from being open and frank

and did not impede the group Process. AII mernbers had consented to the videotaping procedure.

overcoming the consequencæs of sexual abuse is a life-long process. The benefit of the shof term

Program was to provide the woman with tire o'pportunity to begin to deat with their issues from a position

of strengtl¡ courage and self-respecL
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CHAPTER IO

IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATTONS AIYD coNcLUsIoNs

In ttris ûrst part of this chapter, I will discuss the effectiveness of the group 's struch¡re and the

use oftherapists' In the second h¡lf, J will'liscr¡ss my personal learning make recommendations for fi.lture

studies and conclude.

Group Structure

Th" gotP stt¡ct¡re was a valuable intervention tool in facilitating a safe environment for group

mernbers to explore the long term cÐnsequences of their sexual abuse. The group was closed and time

limited to fourteen weeks. The format moved û,om general to more speciñc issues as trust developed and

the grorp members began to disclose personal expedørces and beliefs. lncorporated within the str¡cture

of each group session was the examination of the social, economic and political factors that influence

women's lives and their beliefs about self' weekly topics were provided to group membe¡s so sessions

would ofer no surprises and a consistençy and flow could be maintained throughout the treatment

program' The process was stable and emoúonally safe. Feedback was requested from the women and

their needs and suggestions were given priority. Helen Levine (1983) states that feminist counselling

involves a healing Proc€ss, an educational process and a political process. These criteria were met by

the got¡p teahnent program and proved ø be essentiat components in provid.ing validation and keatment

to women who were sexually abused during their childhood.

Check In was fhe heart of the group teatment program. It provided the women with the

opportunity to discuss their present co¡rcems and to cornect these to their pas experience of sexual abuse.

Check I¡r allowed the women to eplore their feelings, to reflect on the commonality of their experiences

and to srpport one another. This aspect of group allowed for rhe integration of new beliefs, concerning
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The secondhalf of group focused on specific clinical iszues. It ofered an educational procÆss

through the completion of group exercises, discussio¡s of community resources, a video presmtation,

handouts and zuggested readings.

The skill building component of trre group teatment program was achieved tbrough the check

In' This involved group members increasing ttreir skill in identi$ing, naming and verbalizing their

feelings' AIso most of the group exercises assisted the women in developing the skill of cogritively

restucturing their experiences and ernotions stemming from the abuse. What was significant for the

women was that they kept the group exercises which gave thern the opportunity at home to reuse them

again and again Ìrdany group mernbers commented that the use of visualization and relaxation exercises

were helpfirl and comforting in reducing their levels of anxiety and they would have benefited from more

group time being spent on teaching the use of these techniques.

Throughout the sessions the womel were asked to question and examine the beliefs they had

aboutwomer Theywere asked to consider: l) How did these beliefs develop? 2) who benefited from

these beließ? 3) Are they tue? 4) Do they accurateþ reflect a woman's worth? 5) How did these beliefs

influence their lives? 6) How were they going to live with these belief? : 7) Did they want to change

them? 8) Cot¡ld they? 9) wonld thq4 l0) what kind of politicaVsocial action was comforrable for them?

And I l) How did rhese beliefs make thern feel? Two paricipanrs responded by saying:

I don't think the word is a low opinion, but I really havel't wanted to relate much to

womerL I guess I haven't seen them with having any power at all. Shame is learned.

I was shamed about my sexuality, my body and myserf, as a fernare person. I had to

work hard just to acc€pt myself.

The examination of their beliefs about women helped the group mernbers become more
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politically astute and to connect their personal experiences to social forces.

Therapists

The use ofthree female ttrerapisrs as to facilitators in the group teatrent program supports the

literah[e that this forrr of interve¡rtion is effective in facilitating groups for women who were sexually

abused as childrea Forming a relationship with femate therapists was paficularly significant for women

who had been hur and devalued by wcrmen in their lives. It helped to promote a level of trust and respect

with the other group members and it became the vehicle for the healing process. Lerner (l9gg) states,

'to be accæpted by another woman in the context of close relationship cha¡acterized by trust and mutual

reqp€ct may be more validating of one's worth and self-esteem than working with a cross-sex therapist"

(p.22).

workingwithfe¡nale therapists allowed the women to be more open and frank regarding their

sexual abuse without the threat ofbeing exploited and to feel greater acÆ€ptance oftheir hurt and pain.

within the group lvomen were able to explore their clinical iszues and then look at their zubsequent

behaviou¡.

For the therapists the important component of the co-therapy model is the zupport it provides

for each therapist involved in the group process. For the student the co-therapy model provided the

opportunity to oçlore the values, skills and knowledge needed for group therapy work by the process of
modelling and discussion with the co-therapists.

Individual Therapists

Itrhen designing the grow heaülent program providing a safe environment for each woman to

exPlore her issues was ofprime importance. Therefore, each group member was encouraged to become
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involved in individual therapy sessions, because ongoing contact with an individual therapisq can help

a group member re'integrate the intense emotions, that are a¡oused during the group experience.

lmten gottp began five women u'ere involved in individual therapy. All women were asked to

sign consent forms so their individual therapists could be contacted. This was necessary as there is the

possibility that the two therapy processes can be at odds with each other (tlerman & scha'ow, l9g4)

which can place the cüent at risk.

During group one woman was recæiving individual therapy ûom one of the group,s co-

therapists' llaving the same therapist in both processes can provide a woman with the sørse of sec'rity

and continuity' It dffi allowher to see her therapist in a diferer¡t setting which broadens her percçtion

ofher therapist's skills and hr:manity. It provides the therapist wiûr ûre opportunity to see how her client

interacts with others. It also allows the therapist lo receive feedback on her client tom other group

mernbers and colleagues.

During the course of the group, the th¡ee group mønbers who were not being seen by an

individual therapist requested this forrr of intervention. They were immediateþ seen by the staffat the

Women's Post Treatment Centre' When planning future groups, I believe it is important that ll
participants be involved in individual therapy prior to the commencement of group and during the group

Program During ttris practicr¡q all the women felt they needed and benefited from concurrent individual

therapy sessions.

Unanswered euestions

Although many of the clinical issues involved in the treatnent of women sonrally abused in

childhood have been addressed, many questions about these clients still rernain. one mernber of the

sfirdent's practicum group was sexualþ abrsed by a woman. Russell (1986) states only about 5 percÆnt
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of all sexuâl abuse of girls is perpetated by older females and the abuse is less faumatic than abuse from

a male perpehator. This student believes all forrrs of sexual abuse creates psychological trauma for the

victims u¡hich can not be dismissed or diminished by the gender of the abuser. As the group member,s

feelings of violation was not less than other group members further research investigating the effects of

sâme - sex sexual abuse needs to be taken in the future.

A second population of women with special issues relating to the after effects of childhood

sexual abuse is women with a lesbian orientation and lifestyle. One group participant felt she would

benefit from joining a short'term group treatrnent program with other lesbian soa¡al abuse survivors.

Research into the needs of this population warrants fr¡rther analysis and study.

Many women with a history of sexual abuse are diagnosed as having a Borderline personality

Disorder. According to DSM-I I r -R, Borderline personality Disorder involves:

a peruasive pattem of instability of mood, interpersonal relationships, and selÊimage,

beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety ofcohcepts, as indicated by at

least ñve of the following:

l) A pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized by alternating

between extremes of over idealÞation and devaluation.

2) Impulsiveness in at least two areas that are potørtially self-damaging, e.g., spending, sex,

substance abuse, shoplifting, reckless driuing, binge eating (Do not include zuicidal or self-

mutilating behavionr covered in tsl).

3) Affective instability: ma¡ked shifts ûom baseline mood to depressior¡ irritability, or anxiety,

usually lasting a few hours and only rarely more than a few days.

4) Inappropriate, intense anger or lack of control of anger e.g., ûequent displays of temper,

constant anger, recurent physical fights.
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5) Recurrent zuicidal threats, gestures, a behaviour of self-mutilating behaviour.

6) Marked and persistent identity disturbance manifested by uncertainty about at least two of the

following: self-image, sexual orientation, long-term goals or career choice, type of Êiends

desired, preferred values.

7) Ch¡onic feelings of ernptiness or boredom.

8) Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment @o not include zuicidal or self-

mutilating behaviou¡ covered in [5]). Cr.347)

One group member met the criteria for this disorder. A number of authors @riere, t 9g4 and

Herman, 1992) have speculated that the presentation of a Borderline Personality Disorder is similar to

the symptoms of the Post Traumatic Skess Disorder which has not been widely recogrized in the

psychiatric community. I concu¡ witl¡ these authors' speculations that many women with histories of

sexual abuse are misdiagnosed as suffering from a Borderline Personality Disorder. This misdiagrrosis

has caused these women to be mist¡eated within psychiatic settings. The label has many negative

connotations' The most sigrificant are that üese women lie about the severity of their distess to maintain

a "sick role" and to manipulate mental health professionals. This has resulted in the history of sexual

abuse being minimÞed or dismissed and the women being revictimized by the mental health system.

How this specific client population can be served in the future needs to be investigated. Women with

these presenting complaints are often e<cluded from group participation or labelled disruptive in a group

setting and subsequently do not receive the therapy they need and deserve. Group work would be

effective, but the format would need to address issues of irnpulse conhol, reality testing, afect regulation,

interpersonal relationships and the perpetual crisis state that often precludes effective intervention with

these clients. A group designed to focus on problem solving, cogrritive restruchuing of black and white

thinking as well as the long term consequences of sexual abuse wittrin a time limited format could be
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beneficial to this population.

Personal Learning

As a beginning therapist in the a¡ea of sexual abuse, I became aware of the impolance of

maintaining secr:re boundaries within the therapeutic relationship for myself and my clients. childhood

sexu¿l abr:se involves emotional andphysical boundary violations, which results in severe damage to the

clients ability to tust herself or otl¡ers. Secure boundaries sreate a safe envi¡onment where the work

involved in recovering from the sexual abuse can proceed without fea¡ of fi¡rthe¡ revictimization. By

maintaining clearly defined boundaries, the therapist provides her clients with the opportunity to identify

appropriate personal and social bor:nd¿¡ies and to begin to evaluate their effectiveness in social situations.

Boundary maintenance is not a rigid stance taken by the therapist and client, but rather an evolving

Proc€ss that involves reflection, negotiation and flexibility by bottr parties. providing appropriate and

secure boundaries within a therapeutic relationship is a major responsibility for all therapists.

The practicum group also reinforced my belief about the need and benefit of having a

professional supPort system to review ones clinical work. As well as the need to balance your

professional and personal life, and to nurture yourself and reÐect your own needs.

I was inspired by my clients' courage, determination and hope. Focusing on the women,s

experiences gave me a great€r ud€rstanding of ttre social and cultural forces that cause sexual abuse and

maintains women's lack of power in socieg. Most sigrrificantly, the women taught me the importance

of focusing on individuat and group strength. This strength provided the women with the dignity and

resolve to move &om the stance of victim to rhe stance of survivor.
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Conclusion

The use ofthe hurnanistic growtb,/development model within a feminist perspective to provide

group teaûnentfor women, who were sexually abused during childhood proved to be a higlrly efective

s¡sçþnnisp in decreasing mood distubances, challenging negative beliefs about self and others and

decreasing social isolation ærd alienation of group members.

By participating in grorp therapy the women's feelings of shame and guilt for the sexual abusé

was decreased. The group members began to understand the innocence and dependency they had in

childhood was violated by ttreir abr¡ser and this violation was not their faulty. By exploring the long term

consequences of their sexual abuse, the women began to understand their feelings and choices as valid

reactious to taumatic experiances.

By disclosing their sexual abr:se in group, the women broke down their feelings of isolation and

alienation tom others. The pain and the power of their sexual abuse history was decreased. During the

teatment Program' friendships developed. Although this would appear to be a common development,

it is sigrificant due to the lack of personal connections many of the group mernbers had in their lives.

The group's intervention stratery which ernphasized a cogritive therapy approach helped the

women to acquire new beüeß abot¡t then¡selves, their families and society. By reframing survival tactics

and exPeriences in group, the women began to believe in themselves and ttreir potential. They began to

nurture themselves. Some women kept journals, others began to engage in physical activities. Time

alone was not interpreted as deprivatior¡ but as a healttry choice for personal renewal. As group members

began to learn aboutpersonal righls and began to express their needs to others, they asserted themselves

in a variety of situations. One woman resigned &om an abusive employment situation. Anotfrer \¡¡oman

who wanted to spend more time with her family, negotiated with her ernployer to decrease the number

of hours she had to work.
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The awareness grorry members gained aborr ttremselves, their interactions with others and their

rights to express their needs all c¡nbibuted to feelings of competence, empowerment and respect. A

women's group that ernpha-sized the reality of women's lives, helped the group mernbers to realize that

many of their e4periences and iszues affect all women and thøy were not alone.

This practicr:m was zuccessful. The group provided rhe women with increased social suppor!

decreased va¡ious mood disturbances and challenged their negative beliefs about self and others. The

practicum provided the student with a valuable educational e4perience and increased professional skill

and wisdom.
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AppendixA

Format. Session I

Goals

l. To intoducæ group members to each othe¡.

2. To socialize group me,mbers into the group process and role.

3. Todevelopgrouprules.

Activities

l ' Intoduction: lNarne Tags for Group Members] what is it like for you to be in the group this

morning?

2' Go Around: [Focus on Feelings] what are you expected from the group?

3. Brainstorm: What do you thi¡k should be in goups gound nrles?

4. Continue to develop and refine the group's ground rules.

5' Intoduce the concept ofkeçing ajor¡mal to help group mernbers clariry issues for themselves.

6. Wrap up.

Handouts

l. Group Agenda

2. Women's Post Treahrent Cenhe's article on keeping a journal.

Two group members missed the fi¡st session. :4ll facilitators attended the fi¡st session to

intoduce themselves to the women and to explain their roles and coverage during the program.
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Appendir B

Format. Session 2

Goals

L The intoduction of two new members to group.

2. To continue to facilitate group members contac! participation and sharing.

3' To enable group me'urbers to explore theh needs for healing and articulate group goals.

Activities

l. Check kr.

2' I¡st week Review: what are you e4pecting from group? Share and discuss this with the two

new mernbers.

3' The Miracle Question. If a miracle happened in tire middle of the night and you had overcome

the effects ofchildhood sexual abuse to the extent that you no longer needed therapy and felt

quite satisfied with yo'r daily life, what wourd be different? Doran T.M. (r 990, p.2g)

4. Sha¡e and discuss.

5. Wrap up.

Handouts

l. Group Rules.

All group mernbers attørded group.
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Appendir C

Format. Session 3

GoaIs

l ' To enable group members to discuss and sha¡e what child sexual abuse personally meens to

them-

2. To introduce the concept of self-care.

Activities

l. Check In.

2. Session Topic: What does child sexual abuse mean to you?

3. Relaxation Exercise.

4. Nurturing.

5. Wrap Up.

Handouts

l. The Mi¡acle euestion Group furswerVGoals.

2. Bepko C. and Krestan J., Nurhring, (1990, pp. gl-91).

All mernbers attended group.
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Appendix I)

Format. Session 4

Goals

l. To enable group members to identí$ adaptive behaviours as survivar skilrs.

2' To help group members alleviate self-blame tbrough reframing sun¡ival skills as defence

mechanisms.

3' To enable group members to make choices about these defence mechanisms tbrough increasing

their awa¡eness about the benefits and c¡sts and the rurderlþg needs the behaviour meets.

4' To intoduce the post Traumatic stress Model to the group mernbers.

Activities

l. Check I¡.

2. Brainstomr with the group, "Ways you have survived."

3' Have each woman identify a survival skill she has used and look at its benefits, costs and the

underþing needs it meets for her.

4. Discuss and share these costs, benefis and needs in group.

5. I¡troduc¿ and discuss the post Traumatic Stress Model.

Handouts

l' Extrernes of State Experienced by Post Traumatic Stress Survivors Adapted by the Women,s

Post Treatnenr Centre frorq Cole C.H. and Èamey E.E. (19g7).

2. Flashbacks, Blume 8.S., (1990, pp. 103-105)

3. Nurtr:ring: Answers Êom the group exercise session 3.



Two grorp mernbers didnot attend session four.

next session.

lr0

One contacted the agency stating she would attend the
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AppendÍx E

Format. Session 5

Goals

t. To help group members examine their need for fbedback and closure.

2' To consult with the grorp members as to urhether they felt that they ueeded to extend the session

for another fifteen to thiñy minutes to anow for more discussion time.

3' Toraise awareness ofchild sexual abuse as a social problem related to our assumptions about

men and women in our society.

Activities

l. Checkln.

2. Discussion on group time, feedback and closure.

3. Discussion: L tühy Serual Abuse Happens

2. Stereogpes

4. Wrap-Up.

Handouts

l. Kelly L., (l9ss, p.85). common Myths and stereot¡,pes About se>n¡ar viorence.

2' The Boston Women's Health collective (1981, p.102). Summary of Myths thar supports

Violence Against Women.

3. Penfold S., (1983, pp.t03-106).

4. Sanford L.T. &.DonovanM.E., (19g4, pp.105-129).

One group mernber missed Session Five.
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Appendix F

Format. Session 6

Goals

l' To give group manbers the opportunity to share their e4periences of abuse and provide them

with support while lessening their feelings of guilt and shame.

2' To have them identi$ what they need to do now to heal from their sexual abuse.

Activities

l. Video

2. Discussion

3' Homework Assignment: lffrite a letter to someone who has hurt you in the pasuor present

focusing on: l) What happened; 2) How you felt.

5. rWrap Up.

.One group member missed this session.
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.Appendix G

Format. Session 7

Goals

l. To help the group members get in rouch with their inner child.

2' To have the group members explore significant experiences through the child,s eyes and then

gain a different perspective ttoolgh the adult,s eyes.

3' To continue to have the group mernbers share their experiences with one another.

Activities

l. Check kr.

2. Visualization.

3. Processing the visualÞation.

4. ChildhoodPhorographs.

5. Discussion.

6. Homework assignment ûom last session.

7. Wrap Up.

Handouts

l' Evider¡ce of childhood, The Child withiq observing Children, The Child rwiüin Writine

Exercise; Adapted from Davis L. (1990).

Two mernbers missed group. One was ill. The other did not contact the agency to explain her

absencæ.
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Appendix H

Format. Session 8

Goals

l ' To enable group members to identify what they learned about anger as a child and connect it to

their ¡litrçulties with anger as an adult.

2. To enable goup mønbers to identify how they elpress anger today.

3. To help them explore healthy ways of expressing anger.

Activities

L Check In.

2. Anger Exercise.

3. Discussion.

4. Wrap Up.

Handouts

I . Anger, adapted tom Weber D. (1991).

one participant missed this session. one woman did not participate.
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Appendix I

Format. Session 9

Goals

l. To help group members identify and understand shane.

2' To heþ grorp menrbers identi$ and urderstand the origins of their negative selÊmessages and

start to develop ways to resolve this form ofinternal self-abuse.

3. To help grasp mernbers grow and hear through positive aff¡rrations of serf.

Activities

l. Check In.

2. Braiqslrrm on Shame

3. Group Exercise on Shame

4. Wrap Up.

Handouts

l. a) BradshawJ. (l9gg). ChaprerTen

b) Women's Post Treahnent Centre, Shame and Recovery

Two group members missed this session.
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Äppendix J

Format. Session l0

Goals

l. To e¡rable group members to identify their losses and feelings of grief.

2' To ørable group members to connect to their feeling of loss and their power to heal from their

grtef

Activities

1. Checkln.

2. Grief Overview.

3. Grief Exercise.

4. ChecklnReopaned.

5. Wrap Up.

6. Professor Visits Group

Grief Exercise: Adapted from Dolan y.M., (1990, p 36).

I want you Ûo imagine that you have grown to be a healthy, wise old woman and you are looking back at

this period of your life. I want you to write this older, wiser self about the losses you have suffered.

I now want you to take the role of your older wiser self and respond to your letter. Offering corrfort and

helpful instructions on how to deal withyour losses.

Handouts

l. Women's Post Treatment Centre, G¡ief
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Á,ppendir K

Format. Session lI
Goals

l ' To continue to address the iszue of the termination of the group.

2' To provide group members with the opportunity to explore their relationships and idørtify the

pattelrs in their relationships.

3' To provide group mønbers with the opportunity to explore ways to change thei¡ current

relationship patterns ttrough discussion.

Activities

l. Check In.

2. Relationships

3. Wrap Up.

Handouts: Adapted Aom the Women's post Treatment Centre

l. Human Rights For Women In Intimate Relationships

2. Eighteen Traditional Assumptions and Rights

All group members attended the session.
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^â.ppendix L

Format. Session 12

Goals

l ' To give group members the opportunity to discuss the grief exercise.

2' To give group merrbeis the opportunity to explore their feelings towards the group experience

and to celebrate their growth through a creative visual exercise.

Activities

l. Discussion on the grief exercise.

2. Check In.

3. Collage.

4. Wrap Up.

Handouts

I. Fou Phases of the Grieving process in Adult Life.

2. Sanford L.T. A, Donovan M.8., (19g4, pp. 3-20).

All group mernbers attørded group.
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Appendix M

Format. Session 13

Goals

l ' To give the group me,rrbers an opportunity to begin to process their feelings regarding the

termination of the group.

2. To give the group members trre opportunity for closure of the grief exercise.

Activities

l. Discussion ofthe agenda for the last session.

2. Check In.

3. Loss Exercise.

4. Wrap Up.

Handouts

l. Loulan J. (1987, pp.7t-82).

2. SmfordL.T.&DonovanM.E.(1984,pp.105-129).

All group mernbers attended group.
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AppendixN

Format. Session 14

Goals

I ' To give the group members the opportunity to say good-bye and bring üre group to an end.

Activities

l. Checkkr.

2. Food and Refreshments

3. Candle Ceranony

One woman missed last group.
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Appendix O

I ' when providing feedback be honest and show respect towa¡ds each other and ûeat each other

kiodly.

2' crosstalk Provide fi-dback âfter the qpeaker finishes. Provide feedback only with the speakers

permission to comment

3 ' outside group contacl Always remember your owu needs, iszues and limits. you can say no

to outside contact.

4. Confidentiality. tWhat is said here stays here.

5. Respect each others boundaries and feelings.

6. Please do notjudge one another.

7. Ifyou have an issue with anotherperson please bring it up in group.

8. Attendanc¿: Don't miss group. Make a commiûnent to attend.

9. Phone ifyou can't make it. We want to know you are okay.

10. Start group on time and end group on time.

I l. No smoking in group.
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Äppendir P

Miracle Ouestion

-Be more connected to my feelings, my body and my spiritual self.

-Acceptance of the reality of past abuse.

-Feeling tee' of past abuse.

-Being clear about my relationship needs.

-Be able to feel and exercise choic¿ about the way other people heat me.

-Be comfortable with who I am (my humanness)

-Feel selfwortb, self esteem

-Only relate to people who respect me.

-Have a stong søtse of who I am and what I want.

-To feel more a sense of balance'in my life.

-to learn to be more discriminating in terms of what I want and dont want from others.

-Be less vr¡l¡rerable, more in contol, autonomou, have less 'ernotional hooks' and be able to respond from

true self.

. -Be less dependent on others opinions of me.
tt, -Feel less discouraged, and feel more sense ofpurpose and direction.

'; -To feel less sf¡ame. To feel more wholesome.

r -Stop 'fixing'others and take care of me.

.

: -To stop noverloadingn -be able to set limits.

I .Stop running from self.
,

I -Feel stonger - less like a "victim" and feel a sense of stength in and through my suwivorhood.
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-To feel proud ofmyself.

-Be able to have deeper committed intimate relationships.

-Learn how to hear and relate to my inner self and inner voices.

-To be able to take a stand.

-To be able to tr¡st

-To be able to protect myself

-to be able to ca¡e for myself.

-Continue to be zupportive of others.

-Be able to practice healthy detachment.

-To be able to say no without feeling guilty.

-Feel less fea¡ and more calmness and confidence.

-Be able to feel self love.

-To be comfortable with my sexuality.
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Appendix Q

Visualizine Safetv and Comfort

Purpose to relæ< the mind and body by pictr.uing safety and comforL Pictnre yourself in a place

where you feel wang safe and comfortable...It may be a place from yow childhoo4 a place in nahre you

goto,oraplacethatexistsonlyinyourimagination...Experiencehowsafeandcornfofableyoufeel. 
See

whereyou are - inside or outside, tåe colours and shapes aror:nd yoq the warmth you may feel Aom the

sun or other energy source.

Pause half a minute

As you rest in that staæ of comfort and security, allow yoru mind to drifr...Pictures of beauty, strength and

wisdom float slowly across your mind's eye. They are clear and bright. As they drift by, however you

picture thern' absorb the enerry and good feelings they give you...Remember you are perfectly

comfoflable, safe and relaxed.

Pause one or two minutes

nwhen you are readr, reh.lrn to the group, feeling refreshed and energized."
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Appendix R

Nurfurins Thinq To Do In Tough Times

-sitting in an a¡mchair and being still

-talking to a sponsor

-,¡riting in ajournal

-meditation

-aff¡mations

-connecting with a higher power

-cutting doum on meetings

-talking out loud about what is bothering me

-what can I do right now. Make a list.

-bubble bath

.T.V.

Jþgdown

Jighting a candle in the bath

-talking to self

-making a place for me, getting poster

-hanging poster crooked

-flowers

-remembering to eat

-sating NO!

-cælebrating your tiumphs

-going for a walk
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locking the bathroom

-learning to say NO!

-learning who to say NO to

-allowing self to be a kid

-saying nice things to self - saþg Good Morniug to self, saþg

-looking in the minor.

I Love You to self
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DEMALPI{ASE
(over controllin g defences)
experience too st¡essfu I

Symptoms include:
- amnesia (not able to remember)
- forgetfulness
- minimizing ('Oh, it wasn,t so badt

Why am I making such a big deal?")
- dissociation (spacey feeling, foggy,

feeling nothing, shutting down
feelings)

- fatigue (feeling tired)
- headaches
- selective inattention (drining

in and out)
- Chernical dependency or abuse
- other addictive processes (over-

eating, compulsive washing)
- low tolerance for others emotional

pain
- high tolerance for physical pain-

dissociation from body.
- denial ofrealig ofabuse-

inabilig to perceive danger
forown child

EXTREMES OF STATE E)GERIENCE

POST TRAUMATIC STRESS SURVIVORS
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Adapted By Womens post Treatment Centre
from The Therapeutic Window by Caroþ

H. Cole and Elaine E. Barney

INTRUSIVEPFIASE
(under-controllin g defences)

affect/emotional pain

Symptoms include:
- physical pains, aches (often

related to nature of abuse)
-hypervi gilance (being over-

cautious or over-aware)
- unbidden, repetitive thoughts

imagery (JNWANTED)
- hallucination-like phenomenon

(seeing, hearing, touching
smelling, tasting, urueal

images) (Flashbacks)
- dish¡rbances in perception
- confi¡sion (feeling mixed up)
- waves of intense emotions

(externe anxiety, fear, etc.
overwhelming feelings)

- tremors (shaking)
- sweating
- nightmares (frightening dreams
- feelings of blame, guilt
- body memories
- difficultyfunctioning,

concentrating-staying focused
- preoccupation with danger to

our own child/children

TT{E PENDI.JLI.'M
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Appendix T

Visualization: Embracing your Lost Inner Child

siiin an 
'+right 

position. Relax and focus on your breathing...spend a few minutes becoming

mindfi¡l of breathing...Be aware of the air as you breath it in and as you breath it out...Notice the

difference in the air as it comes in and as it goes out Focus on that difference...(one minute). Now

imagine that you're walking down a long ftigbt of stairs. Walk down slowly as I count down from ten.

Ten"'(ten seconds) Nine.'.(ten seconds) Eight...(en seconds), etc. when you reach the bottom of the

stairs, turn left and walk down a long corridor with doors on your right and doors on your left. Each door

has a colou¡ed symbol on it...(one minute). As you look toward the end of the corridor there is a force

field of light...walk through it and go back through time to a steet where you lived before you v/ere

seven-years-old Walk down that sbeet to the house you lived in. Look at the house. Notice the roof, the

color of the house and the windows and doors...see a small child come out the front door...How is the

child dressed? what color are the child's shoes? Walk over to the child...Tell her that you are ûom her

fi¡tu¡e"'Tell her that you know better than anyone what she has been through...Her suffering, her

abandonment"'her shame...Tell her that of all the people she will every know, you are the only one she

will never lose' Now ask her is she is willing to go home with you?...If no! tell her you will visit her

tomorrow' If she is willing to go with yoq take her by the hand and start walking away...As you walk

away see your mom and dad come out on the porch. Wave goodbye to them. Look over yoru shoulder

as you continue walking away and see thern getting smaller and smaller until they are completely

gone"'Turn the corner and see your Higher Power and your most cherished friends waiting for you.

Embrace all your friends and allow your High"r Power to come into your heart..Now walk away and

promise yor:r child you will meet her for five minutes each day. Pick an exact time. Commit to that time.

Hold your child in your hand and let her shrink to the size ofyour hand. place her in your hearl..Now
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walk to some beautifü outdoor place...Stand in the middle of that place and wirhin yourself, with your

HigberPower and with ail things...Now look up in the sþ; see the purple white clouds forrn the number

five"'See the five become a four."and be awa¡e of your feel and legs...See the four become a three...Feel

the life in your stomach and in your arms. See the three become a two; feel the life in yor:r hands, your

face, your whole body. Know that you a¡e about to be firtþ awake -- able to do all things with your firlly

awake mind -- see the two become a one and be ñrlly awake, remembering the experience.
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Äppendix U

Changes: The grorp has allowed me to see how important my needs a¡e. I feel believed for the fi¡st time

in my life' As a result I believe more in myself and my feelings. I have inc¡edibly strong feelings. I feel

a certain level offreedom' I no longer feel I an in jail. I have this strong feeling of power inside of me.

I have learned to søy present. I have learned it's okay to be sad and cry. And what a feeling of relief.

I have also leamed that if I sirare my feelingÞ in this group, these feelings \ryere not minimized. I have also

learned that society is not going to change. I must change first.

Changes: I learned that it is possible to get along with other women.

Changes: It helped to normalize my e¡periences by hearing others share about feelings and behaviours

as a result of the sen¡al abuse' It also helped to allow me to feel anger about the experience and the

people involved. Being able to acc€pt myself more as a lesbian woman. Being able to accept other

women and their experience and not feel tb¡eatened by them. I tr¡sted women a lot more and respected

them more at the end than I did at the beginning.

Changes: I could see others with the same feelings. I now know its oK to share my needs. I urderstand

why I've acted the way I have and I don't have to anymore. There are solutions. I liked connecting to

women. I feel like I'm just beginning to live. I m excited a¡d sca¡ed but most of all is okay!

Changes: I found you have to be rrul¡erable to heal. I found you need other people to help you heal.
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changes: I'm very satisfied with the progam offered at WPTC. It has belped me gain additional

awareness of my child's sexual abuse issues. It has also otrered me a safe place to discuss my secret

shame' I have stuggled with my se>nral abuse iszues and since this program I seem to have some conkol

over my feelings relating back to the abuse. My feelings are starting to make sense and are

understandable' The counsellors were excællert in their participation in the group. very loowledgeable

with theirwords and actions in keçing the group balanced. The group experience taught me a lot about

what it is like to be a woman' And my need to stop being a victim and to value myself as a wofhwhile

abusive - free woman.

:..
Ì:l
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Appendix V

Group Eyaluafion Measure

(l ) tvVhat did you like best about the group?

(2) What did you like least about the group?

(3) Are there any topics you feel shourd have been discussed more?

(4) were the handout materiars herpfuvrsefur? In what way?

(5) In what ways would you have liked the group to be different?
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AppendixW

Responses to tbe Group Evatuation Measure

(l) The women. I grew to respect their individualities. Being with a group of women gave me a

chance to get somewhat close. To really respect and care about them and therefore myself.

Also that these women felt the same way I did and I didn't feel so alone. I e,njoyed being with

these women because they were open and honest in their recovery to üsten to me and

underst¿nd.

(2) I can't really think of somethiug I liked least about the group.

(3) Yes, there wa^sn't a topic on sexuality. An open discussion of what that means to everyone.

(4) Yes, the handouts are very helpful. They helped sum up the group each session. And I will

have thern always for stargth in helping understand my feelings.

(5) Maybe to have more group discussion.

(l) Finally being validated about what happøred to me.

Q) The fact I had a hard time fitting in because of my therapy hat getting in the way.

(3) No.

(4) Yes. They gave me more insight into my feelings.

(5) Keep the group srnall. No videotaping. It makes you unco'fortable.

(l) Establistringtuswithotherwomen Learning to respect otherwomen. Feeling connected and

hearing other stuf.

(2) Sometimes "advice giving" or "control" or "changing" of people's conteît by one co-facilitator.

(3) furger, family relationship (parentVsiblings and sexuality.
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(s)

(l)
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Pe¡duh:m drawing of phases recovery.

Th¡ee hours minimum (8 persons) or six persons maximrlm t\z - 2li2 hrs. Homework on

current topic and more visualizations.

The cpening and honesty to particþate and the &eedom to pass and be respected. I appreciated

the empathetic understanding that was commr¡ricated. The group had respect. The instructors

had respect for each memb€r. The faciütators had great empathy skills and empowerment skills.

I appreciated the facilitators honety whør giving feedback.

It ended too soon.

Relationship building; more on self.

All material were very helpful, e.g. getting in touch with the child within.

A¡lother 2 - 3 more weeks on the gronp to cover all the material would have been an asset to me.

The honest sharing offeelings being able to cry and have that experiance validated by other

womer Seeing ttre cæing going on someone was having a bad week and everyone pitching in

Ûo heþ ttre person see things in a ditrerent way. The acceptance of my lesbianism and not being

treated differently... feeling safe.

I would have liked it to be longer maybe weeks... we were just stafing to let our walls down

and I think another six weeks would have... or even going four hours instead of two and a half

would have made a difereîcÆ.

Lesbianism or the lesbian experience afrer childhmd sexral abuse. I feel the group wasn't

cornfortable in discussing tha! probably because they werel't lesbians. ... also about how we

became the abuser... I would have liked to have others talk about that... Also sex wasn't

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(l)

Q)

(3)
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discussed a lot it would have been infcrmative to hear how other feel about sex in survivors how

its affected an adult sex life.

(4) The one we got aborÍ the unreality to reality one was very helpfi¡l to see myself being in denial

and feeling safe enough to be more real it helped me to explain my feelings and behaviours.

Also the handout about what is a healthy relationship and my rigtræ and my partners rights in

a healthy relationship.

(5) It would have been great if we were all lesbians and could connect on that level... There was

some tfust iszues between some people of the group... it stopped these people from

participating fully and cheated themselves and possibly the others from their experience.

(l) Learning to respect women.

(2) It took longer than I thought for the women to start giving feedback.

(3) Can't think of any.

(4) The handouts helped me reahze and understand more about what I was feeling.

(5) I would have liked it ro be longer.

(l) I liked check-in and rhe lirerahre we took home.

(2) The video camera and being so early in the morning.

(3) No

(4) Yes very helpfirl helped me to realize I was not alone or crazy.

(l) The sharing learning ûo tust Everyone seemed different at f¡rst tt¡en I fornd the com¡non thread

and it was very moving for me.
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Ø It could have beør longer.

(3) I loved'check In'but some days it took so long we d.idn't cover everything.

(4) I didnt r¡se them perhaps as much as I should havq br.r they are there for me to go through again

at my own speed.

(5) I [ked t]re make-up ofthe gotÐ, the way it was run - everything - the process rvas a bit too fast

forme.
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Appendix X

lN=8)

%N

l. How would you rate the

quatity of service received?

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Did you get the kind of service

you wanted?

Yes definitely

Yes generalþ

No not really

No definiteþnot

To what extent has or¡r program

met yorJ¡ needs?

Almost all my needs have been met

Most of my needs have beeî met

Only a few of myneeds have been met

None of my needs have been met

2.

6 75.0

2 25.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

7 87.5

1 t2.5

0 0.0

0 0.0

7 87.5

I t2.5

0 0.0

0 0.0

3.
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8

0

0

0

7

I

0

0

5.

If a friend needed simila¡

help would you recom¡nend

our program to bimrÏer?

Yes definiteþ

Yes I think so

No I don't think so

No definiteþ not

How satisfied are you with

the amount of help you received?

Very satisñed

Mostly satisfied

Indifferent or mildly dissatisfied

Quite dissatisfied

Have the services you have

received help you deal more

effectiveþ with your problems?

Yes they have helped a great deal

Yes they have helped somewhat

No they really didn't help

No they seemed to make things worse

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

87.5

12.5

0.0

0.0

6.

5

3

0

0

62.5

37.5

0.0

0.0
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7. ln an overall, general sense how

satisfied are you with the service

you received?

Very satisñed

Mostly sati$ed

Indifferent or mildly dissatisfied

Quite dissatisfied

If you were to seek help again

would you come back to our prograrn?

Yes definitely

Yes I think so

No I don't think so

No definitely not

I

0

I

0

87.5

12.5

0.0

0.0

87.5

t2.5

0.0

0.0
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